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Editorial Foreword
It is with great pleasure that we are meeting again with our readers due to this Volume 12, Issue 2/2016. This
issue follows the tradition of REASER topics inspired by Europe 2020 strategy, with a special focus on two of
the five long-term priorities: employment, education. Social issues of both wide European and international
interest are dealt with objectively and solutions are proposed in the spirit of the meaningful transformation
targeted for Europe’s social market economy of the 21st century.
The welfare of citizens is the concern of the first article, signed by three authors under the guidance of
Professor GalantinaCanco (Doraci). The social insurance system and the pension reform in Albania is under
scrutiny of the authors, who performed a research based on a questionnaire to evaluate the current situation.
The findings of this research showed a need for the government rethinking and improvement of the social
insurance scheme and for a private system if social insurance, for a private pensions scheme. The decisionmaking process, this time at the level of businesses, is the theme of the next article, signed by Irina Canco. The
research conducted by this author in relation with the impact of decision-making methods in business
performance revealed that an informed decision-making of competent managers has a positive influence on
business performance.
Social Economy is the key concern of Violeta Stanciu Chiriloaie in her article dedicated to the Romanian law
of social economy, pointing out the possible traps of the adopted approach and proposing a wider view over
the social purpose that Social Economy could serve
The issue of corruption in public officials work related to public projects is raised by GerasimosSoldatos,
while NicolaosSatsiosinvestigates the properties of the Religious Commitment Inventory-10 (RCI-10)and the
results showed the Greek RCI-10 is a promising scale that should be used preferably for exploratory purposes.
Professor Anna Dokukina conducted a research devoted to the development of higher education system in
Russia, approaching the project initiated by The Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation
which is aimed at the integration of leading universities into the global educational environment.The research
of wide international interest shows that, on the one hand, more favorable conditions are being created for
Russian universities to increase their competitiveness to reach a worthy position in the global educational
space, while on the other hand it rises great concerns to universities-participants and communities of interest.
Independent experts reasonably discuss the slow dynamics of declared goals’ achievement that they connect
with a range of problems.
We are confident that our usual and new readers will find satisfactory and useful answers to their own
questions, concerns and quests, which will encourage them to probe deeper into the former eleven issues of our
scientific review. This is an opportunity for the editors to express their gratitude for the high quality of the
papers submitted by authors for publication along the six years of existence of REASER review.

Ruxandra Vasilescu, Professor PhD
Editor in chief
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Evaluating the Greek Version of Religious Commitment Inventory-10
on a Sample of Pomak Households
Nikolaos Satsios1+
1

University of Nicosia, Cyprus

Abstract. The aim of this study is to investigate the properties of the Religious Commitment Inventory-10
(RCI-10) in a Greek sample (600 participants). The items were translated into Greek from the original
English version. The Greek version of the RCI-10 has acceptable reliability (Cronbach a = .869). It was
found that various socio- demographic factors affecting religiosity score on Pomak households. Additionally,
the two factor structure of the original scale is confirmed, although it is suggested that the composition of
each factor is not the same with the original version. The results showed that the Greek RCI-10 is a
promising scale that should be used preferably for exploratory purposes.

Keywords: RCI-10, Pomak households, Religiosity, Greek adaptation.
JEL Codes: M1 Business Administration, M10 General.

1. Introduction
This article aims at presenting the results of a study evaluating the properties of a Greek
adaptation of the Religious Commitment Inventory-10 on Pomak households. The RCI-10 scale is
one of the most famous and commonly used factorial models of religiosity (Worthington et al.,
2003). Also, it is consistent with Worthington’s (1988) model of religious values in counselling,
which was constructed to be both a brief screening assessment of religious commitment and an
ecumenical assessment of religious commitment (Richards and Bergin, 1997). The key variable in
Worthington’s (1988) model is religious commitment, which is defined as the degree to which
individuals adhere to their religious values, beliefs, practices and uses them in daily life
(Worthington et al., 2003). The hypothesis is that highly religious individuals will evaluate the
world through religious schemas and thus will integrate religion in much of their life. Cohen et al.
(2006) claim that not only country or region of origin but also person’s religion represent an
important cultural influence on values and personality processes. The target population in this
research was Pomak households, which live in three different prefectures of Thrace in Greece:
Xanthi, Rodopi and Evros. Pomaks is a Muslim religious minority and is the second largest
religious group after Christians in the region of Thrace (Satsios and Hadjidakis, 2016). The current
study was designed to address this gap in research by evaluating the reliability and validity of the
Greek version of the RCI-10 in a sample of Pomak households.

+

PhD Candidate, Department of Business Administration, Email: Satsios.N@student.unic.ac.cy.
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2. Method
2.1. Participants
We used a sample of 600 Pomak households, the participation was anonymous and voluntary,
and informed consent was obtained from all subjects before participation. All of the participants
were Muslims. The adult head of the household was questioned in order to retrieve information.
2.2. Procedures
The original English version of the RCI-10 was translated into Greek. The resulting Greek
version was translated back into English. This subsequent English version was compared to the
original English version independently. Comparison of these translations showed there were no
significant differences between the two versions.
2.3. Measures
2.3.1. Religious Commitment Inventory-10 (RCI-10)
The Religious Commitment Inventory-10 is a brief 10-item screening assessment of the level of
one’s religious commitment using a 5-point Likert rating scale from 1 (Not at all true of me) to 5
(Totally true of me). Religious commitment refers to how much an individual is involved in his or
her religion (Koenig et al., 2001). RCI-10 examines intrapersonal religious commitment (6 items)
and interpersonal commitment (4 items) levels of the individual. An example of typical items in
scale includes, “I enjoy working in the activities of my religious organization” and from the
interpersonal subscale “I enjoy spending time with others of my religious affiliation”. The RCI-10
has been shown to be a reliable and valid measure of religiosity, mostly in Christian (Worthington
et al., 2003) and Muslim (Alaedein, 2015) populations.
2.4. Statistical analysis
Standard descriptive measures (mean value, standard deviation) were computed in order to
describe the sample score. In order to evaluate the effect of the socio demographic variables on the
religiosity, we conducted analysis of variation (ANOVA). Further, in order to find homogeneous
groups we applied Tukey’s -b test of homogeneity. Reliability of the RCI-10 was assessed using
Cronbach’s coefficient. Principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was used to
assess the construct validity of the Greek version. We accepted factors with eigenvalues greater
than 1.0 and item loadings equal to or greater than 0.5. Data analysis was accomplished using SPSS
version 22.
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3. Results
3.1. Descriptive statistics
The sample in the survey consisted of 600 participants, of which 410 were male (68%) and 190
were female (32%) aged from 18 to 85 years (M = 30.2, SD = 11.5). In the group of marital status
the most of the participants were single (N = 332, 55%) and married/with children (N = 208, 35%).
The majority was living in the region of Xanthi (N = 386, 64%). In the category of educational level
the most respondents were high school (N = 203, 34%) and university graduates (N = 168, 28%). In
group of work status the most respondents were unemployment (N = 122, 20%) and
labourer/worker (N = 90, 15%). Lastly, the research showed that the most families lived in their
own house (N = 428, 71%). Cronbach’s alpha of the Greek version of RCI-10 was .869, similar to
other studies (Alaedein, 2015; Moore, 2007; Worthington et al., 2003).
The mean score of the entire sample was 30.3 (SD = 8.5). In Table 1 the mean score and the
standard deviation of the religiosity scale are presented for each level of the demographic factors
that was recorded in the present study.
Factor

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of religiosity on demographics factors
Level (N)
M (SD)

Gender
Marital status

Place of residence

Educational level

Work status

Housing situation/possession

Male (410)
Female (190)
Single (332)
Married / without children (37)
Married / with children (208)
Partner / Widowed / Divorced (23)
Xanthi (386)
Rodopi (183)
Evros (31)
Primary school (105)
Secondary school (78)
High school (203)
College / Technical or Vocational school (46)
University / MSc / PhD (168)
Private employee (104)
State employee (22)
Labourer / Worker (90)
Self employee (86)
Retired (21)
Student (126)
Unemployed (122)
Other (29)
Owned (428)
Owned by a loan or mortgaged (52)
Rent (67)
Friends or relatives (53)

30,5 (8,4)
29,9 (8,7)
29,2 (8,3)
30,2 (7,5)
32,6 (8,5)
27,3 (8,8)
30,5 (8,7)
30,9 (8,2)
25 (5,9)
33,2 (8,1)
31,3 (7,6)
29,9 (8,4)
32,2 (9)
28,1 (8,5)
28,4 (7,8)
27,6 (10,3)
33,1 (7,5)
30,5 (10)
33,9 (8,5)
29,5 (8,3)
30,2 (8,6)
31,9 (5,3)
31,1 (8,7)
27,2 (7,4)
27 (7)
31,2 (7,9)
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3.2. Analysis of variance
It was found that marital status (F(3, 596) = 8.121, p < .001), place of residence (F(2, 597) =
6.758, p = .001), educational level (F(4, 595) = 7.304, p < .001), work status (F(7, 592) = 3.336, p =
.002) and housing situation (F(3, 596) = 7,512, p = .001) was affecting significantly the religiosity
score.
Tukey's post hoc comparisons were applied in order to find homogeneous groups among the
levels of the statistically significant factors. We found that married with children differentiate from
the persons in the category “Partner / Widowed / Divorced” while it is not possible to clearly
separate the other groups (Table 2).
Table 2. Tukey's homogeneity test for marital status levels
Subset for alpha = 0.05
Marital status
N
1
2
Partner / Widowed / Divorced
23
27,3
Single
332
29,2
29,2
Married / without children
37
30,2
30,2
Married / with children
208
32,6
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.

Further, Pomaks lived in Evros had lower scores than the residents of Xanthi and Rodopi (Table
3). This separation maybe is due to the bigger effect of the spiritual leaders (e.g. the Moufti offices)
in Rodopi and Xanthi since they live and activate in these areas (Tsitselikis, 2013), stimulated in
Muslims of those prefecture a more religious life.
Table 3. Tukey's homogeneity test for place of residence levels
Subset for alpha = 0.05
Place of residence
N
1
2
Evros
31
25,0
Xanthi
386
30,5
Rodopi
183
30,9
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.

As far educational level is concerned, the primary and secondary school graduates along with
students of vocational schools had significantly larger scores in religiosity than high school and
university graduates (Table 4). This finding may be due to the fact that students of the vocational
schools had less opportunities since they did not achieved to pass in university.
Table 4. Tukey's homogeneity test for educational levels
Subset for alpha = 0.05
Educational level
N
1
2
3
University / MSc / PhD
168
28,1
High school
203
30,0
30,0
Secondary school
78
31,3
31,3
College / Technical or Vocational school
46
32,3
32,3
Primary school
105
33,3
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.

Moreover, work status is concerned that the only clear separation is between state employee and
retired person, while it is not possible to clearly separate the other groups (Table 5).
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Table 5. Tukey's homogeneity test for work status levels
Subset for alpha = 0.05
Work status
N
1
2
3
State employee
22
27,6
Private employee
104
28,4
28,5
Student
126
29,5
29,6
29,6
Unemployed
122
30,2
30,3
30,3
Self employee
86
30,5
30,5
30,5
Other
29
31,9
32, 0
32,0
Labourer / Worker
90
33,1
33,1
Retired
21
33,9
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.

Finally, the larger scores in housing situation/possession appeared in the participants who live in
own house and with relatives (Table 6). This is logical, because they have more opportunities to
work in the activities of their religious affiliation or make donations due to better financial situation,
in contrast to the groups which must pay for loan or rent a house.
Table 6. Tukey's homogeneity test for housing situation
Subset for alpha = 0.05
Housing situation / possession
N
1
2
Rent
67
27,1
Owned by a loan or
52
27,2
mortgaged
Owned
428
31,2
Friends or relatives
53
31,2
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.

3.3 Factor structure
In order to confirm factor structure of the scale we applied principal components analysis with
varimax rotation, which assures that the suggested factors will be linearly independent. The KaiserMeyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .892, and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity was
statistically significant [c2(45) = 2210.519, p < 0.001], indicating that the sample was adequate and
the variables were not correlated, so principal components analysis could be done. Results of the
PCA confirm the two-factor solution for the Greek version of RCI-10. Factors had eigenvalues of
4.64 and 1.15, which explained 46.4 and 11.15% of the variance, respectively. Table 7 shows the
factor loadings, means, and standard deviations for each item, and Cronbach’s alpha when the item
was deleted. The values that we obtain are similar to previous studies (Hafizi et al., 2016;
Worthington et al., 2003). It is worth noting that although the two factor solution is supported, the
exact definition is different from the original version of this scale, indicating that further research is
required in order to specify the factor structure in the case of the Greek translation.
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Table 7. RCI-10 Items, Factor Loadings, Descriptive Statistics, and Cronbach’s Alpha if Items were Deleted
M (SD)

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

Factor Loadings
Items
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

I often read books and magazines about my faith.
I make financial contributions to my religious
organization.
I spend time trying to grow in understanding of my
faith.
Religion is especially important to me because it
answers many questions about the meaning of life.
My religious beliefs lie behind my whole approach to
life.
I enjoy spending time with others of my religious
affiliation.
Religious beliefs influence all my dealings in life.
It is important to me to spend periods of time in
private religious thought and reflection.
I enjoy working in the activities of my religious
affiliation.
I keep well informed about my local religious group
and have some influence in its decisions.
Eigenvalue
% of Variance

Factor 1

Factor 2

,784

,097

3 (1,3)

0,859

,617

,367

3 (1,3)

0,854

,790

,196

3,2 (1,2)

0,853

,776

,185

3,6 (1,2)

0,854

,594

,384

3,3 (1,3)

0,854

,209

,721

2,7 (1,3)

0,806

-,012

,757

2,6 (1,2)

0,87

,372

,667

2,9 (1,2)

0,852

,362

,648

3 (1,3)

0,855

,473

,589

3,1 (1,2)

0,851

4,637
46,4%

1,145
11,5%

Sum
57,8%

4. Discussion
Understanding religiosity would allow us to advance and go deeper into uncovering the
correlation between religiosity and social behaviour (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000; 2010). Towards
this goal, it is an important task to provide and evaluate valid instruments measuring religiosity with
reliability.
The Greek version of RCI-10 had satisfactory internal consistency, comparable to the original
English version. Although the two-factor solution for the Greek version of RCI-10 is confirmed, the
exact definition that is suggested is different from the original version of this scale, indicating that
further research is required in order to specify the factor structure in the case of the Greek
translation as well as the test-retest reliability of the Greek version of the RCI-10. As a result of this
study, although preliminary, it is suggested that the Greek version of the RCI-10 is a reliable and
valid measure of religiosity, suitable for use in financial research regarding the Pomak population of
Greece.
It was found that demographic characteristics such as age, marital status, work status,
educational level and place of residence were significant factors affecting religiosity scale. The
above findings seem to be in contrast with previous studies (Worthington et al., 2003) where no
significant differences based on demographic variables were found. However, it should be remarked
that most of the published results are based on samples consisting from student or persons with
strong religious beliefs (Alaedein, 2015; Hafizi, 2016; Moore, 2007; Worthington et al., 2003),
while in the present study our sample did not had such characteristics.
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Further, literate persons had lower religious beliefs than the other, while Pomaks living close to
spiritual leaders tend to have larger scores of religiosity. On the other hand Pomaks with stable
family life, who do not have financial problems, are more religious than the persons facing
economic difficulties. The above verifies that the stable living conditions permit individuals to
satisfy their spiritual needs and create a more safe and healthy family environment.
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Is the Bureaucrat the Main Responsible for Corruption?
Gerasimos T. Soldatos 1+
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Abstract. The combination of a simple game-theoretic interaction between two firms bidding for a public
project and the possibility of moral hazard on the part of the public official who is in charge of this project
results in the proposition that there cannot be corruption unless the public official signals so. The result is
lower quantity and quality of the goods and services offered through public projects.

Keywords: public project, moral hazard, public official corruption.
JEL Codes: D73, H57, D82.
1.

Introduction

As OECD (2007, 5) reports: “In OECD countries, public procurement accounts for 15% of GDP; in
many non-OECD countries, that figure is even higher. But while public procurement can mean valuable
business opportunities, it is also exposed to bribery. Such corruption undermines markets and welfare, and
exerts a corrosive effect on society by eroding trust in leaders, institutions and business itself.” Or, in so far
as public projects are concerned, “the American Society of Civil Engineers claim that corruption accounts
for an estimated $340,000,000,000 of worldwide construction costs each year” (Sohail and Cavill 2006, 4).
This article is an exercise corroborating theoretically the empirical finding that white-collar corruption is a
main source of corruption in public procurement (Gottschalk and Smith 2016), but put in the context of
public project biddings. The discussion below is also related to the bank lending corruption in so far as small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) are concerned, because SME banking makes it difficult for SMEs to borrow,
encouraging thereby bribery to bank officers similar to bribery for public procurements (Martini 2013).
The next section puts forward a problematique of two firms competing for a public project (for a loan in
the case of two SMEs) on whether each separately or jointly should engage in bribery to get the project.
These are calculations of the firms before any interaction with the public project agency. Both firms
conclude that they should not bribe anyone. So, for bribery to take place, it should be signaled by the
relevant agency administrator. And, if this is the case, anything may be expected from him/her after a deal
has been reached. This is an important conclusion because the relevant administrator may be just another
white-collar official in case of delegated hierarchies or the minister him/herelf in case of unified control. It is
a conclusion attesting to the popular view that “the fish rots from the head” and explains why we chose here

+ Doctor of Philosophy in Economics, Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1985, 5232 Athens, Greece, e-mail
address : soldgera@yahoo.com .
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to focus specifically on public sector corruption instead of a more general presentation of the subject that
would include bank corruption, too. Methodologically, only after firms have made the calculations discussed
in the next section, a game with the public agency is prompted; a game like those mentioned the relevant
literature, namely cheap talk, costly signal, and verifiable signal game models (Gailmard and Patty 2011).
It is not necessary, therefore, to go into the matter of the game-theoretic interaction. Instead, we take for
granted from the literature the conclusions about this interaction with the presumption that a firmadministrator deal is reached with such a corrupt administrator that can show arbitrariness at will. Given this,
the discussion expands in section 3 on the after-game implication of this behavior on the quantity and quality
of the output of public projects. It is assumed that the competing firms wish to collaborate with the public
sector with a product other than that of their main line of business in order to raise their overall profitability.
It is contemplated that the firm earning a project will treat its collaboration with the public sector as a
substitute for its market operation. Yet, the mistrust towards a public official who in the previous section was
shown to be one capable of any arbitrariness, will make the firm undermine the quantity and quality of the
public project it gained.1
2.

Calculations of the competing firms before interaction with the bureaucrat

Let there be two firms which compete to undertake at
a public project of fixed value to finish at
. The project is decided by the government and appoints a public official in charge of it. It would cost
each firm
so that at
profit will be
. Nevertheless, each of them contemplates the
possibility of bribing the official with the amount in order to fix the terms of the competition so as to gain
the project, and claim at
that extra funds
are needed to complete it at
with cost
. The bribing firm would earn this way

, which will be at least equal to

because
, where is a discount factor. Presumably, the government does not
want to leave the project unfinished at
, and
includes any penalties for not having finished the
project as scheduled.
The the firm believes with probability
. So, if
or

that

and with probability

stands for the choice not to bribe, payoffs from

is chosen, respectively, while the payoff from

is

that

are

or

, where
or

if

or

when
is selected,

correspondingly. Bribery is clearly the best thing to do, since
and
. The term
in the payoffs under the option indicates that both firms are aware of the dominance of this strategy and
hence, that the project will be undertaken by the cheaper one as if there was no bribery. Therefore, their
decision whether to bribe or not depends on whether they believe that the official in charge of the project will
keep its promise, because if not, profit will be
.
Let
be the probability that the official keeps its promise. There is no reason why should this
probability differ between firms. Letting
, payoffs from
are
or
when
or
is chosen, respectively, while the payoff from
is or
if
or
is selected, correspondingly. Payoff

but

iff:
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when
. So, what really (1) says is that the slightest trust to the official
Note that
is the one that should make a firm which believes to be the high-cost one, bribe the official with more than
what the firm would earn if it was granted the project without bribery. Inserting
in , it
, which this firm will ask from the official to be at least as large as
in
becomes equal to
exchange of this sizeable bribery. This is how a firm sees trust; it entails this behavior and expectations on its
part. But, there is no ways a firm can make the official fulfill firm’s expectations, there is a moral hazard
problem, firms know it, and no one bribes anyone.
Could cooperation between the two firms to give the low-cost one, th firm, some percentage of
to the high-cost, th firm in order to ignore the competition, and bribe with the remaining
percentage the official to have the project extended for one period as above, would be to the mutual
advantage of all parties involved? The percentage should be that which will discourage the high-cost firm
to enter the competition at
; that is,
. But, for the
official, the bribery with
is less than the bribery
by the high-cost firm, and even
less than the bribery with
by the low-cost firm. The low-cost firm should show no confidence to the
official. Therefore, nor cooperation between the firms can make corruption worthwhile. Corruption may be
made possible only if the public official signals so. It is certainly the case of white-collar corruption either of
penal character or as the outcome of institutional corruption (Thompson 2013) or of broader systemic
corruption (Arellano‐Gault 2016). Figure 1 illustrates the percent of firms experiencing at least one bribe
payment request in selected countries of Eastern Europe and Central Asia.

Fig. 1: Bribery Incidence: Percent of firms experiencing at least one bribe payment request;
http://www.enterprisesurveys.org/graphing-tool/multi-country-comparisions
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3.

Bureaucrat corruption and quantity/quality of the public project

What does this mistrust to the public official implies for the business environment? Let the main line
of production of the two firms be good , whose price is . Let
be the profit earned by the th firm,
the market of this good, where

, from producing good
under Cournot competition in
is an inverse demand curve and
is a firm-

specific cost function. Each firm may choose to produce one additional good,
, differing slightly from
firm to firm and from . Firms cannot influence the price of the “Cournot” product and produce another
good too, which can be used to bid public projects and whose price can manipulate in a monopolistically
competitive environment, earning in the latter case,
. The way they do it, is so
as the use of the additional good in connection with the public sector can substitute for or complement
in
order to compensate for profit variation during Cournot competition.
denotes the share of
to total firm profit, and if the
is the coefficient capturing
If
substitutability or complementarity, the utility that each firm derives from its operation is:

The sign of the derivative
indicating substitutability, or
profit indifference curves in the
slope,

depends on whether
,
, reflecting complementarity. Actually e refers The curvature of the
space ranges from near a straight line to near a right angle, with

In principle, a firm is expected to be maximizing its utility from its operation at the highest
indifference curve given the price ratio
. Nevertheless, the indifference curves do not appear to be
smooth as follows: Inserting in
the relationships,

and solving for

, yields,

Assuming for simplicity linear inverse demand relationship,
, and
, and
constant marginal costs,
, and
, inserting these relationships in
, results in the quadratic
(or in
),
equation in
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with two positive roots. The one with the negative sign of the square root of the discriminant cannot be
rejected as being negative because its numerator will be positive if,

which is true. Therefore, for a given
, there is one combination of the two goods in which the “Cournot”
product is high, and a second one in which it is low.
The former combination is associated with complementarity and the latter one with substitutability.
This is a conclusion that does not obtain formally but to which common sense leads within the present
particular analytical framework. Common sense also suggests that earning a public project by one from the
two firms, is lucrative and a good reason to be on the “passive” side in the market of
, which is to what
substitutability translates in practice. In technical jargon, the firm earning a public project becomes a
quantity-Stackelberg follower. Yet, if the kind of public-official corruption mentioned earlier − one in which
even arbitrariness on the part of the official may be anticipated − is present, it would be prudent on the part
of the firm earning a public project to be on the safe side by trying to minimize its loss in case commitments
are broken. The effect of such an attitude on the quantity and quality of
supplied to the public sector will
be adverse. If there are instances in which corruption is “sand” rather than “grease” in the wheels of growth,
the one examined here belongs to the case of “sand” (Campos et al. 2010).

4.

Concluding remarks

For a firm to have earned a project after its pre-game calculations, it should have entered next into a
game with the public administrator. In cheap talk games, the presence of private information allows the
conclusion of a deal whose content depends mostly on the degree of preference convergence between the
firm and the administrator. The firm could be sure about the viability of the deal only if preferences were
fully endogenized, which can never be the case in the real world. In costly signaling and communication
games, no contract will be an equilibrium one just because signaling for the bureaucrat is costless and private
information about his/her type can remain secret. So, what a firm can conclude under any kind of game
interaction with the administrator, is that s/he may exhibit arbitrariness at any stage of the project depending
on the public official’s interests; much more so when it is interaction with a corrupt official. Hence, the firm
would do well on its part if it did not commit fully to the project.
Indeed, as Tanzi and Davoodi (1997) emphasize, corruption in procurement hampers the
productivity of public investment, lowers the quality of existing infrastructure, shrinks capital spending
productivity and as a consequence hurts growth prospects. And, as Liu and Mikesell (2014, 346) note in
connection with the US, “…at the expense of social sectors, corruption is likely to distort states’ public
resource allocations in favor of higher-potential “bribe-generating” spending and items directly beneficial to
public officials, such as capital, construction, highways, borrowing, and total salaries and wages.” The matter
of the misallocation of resources is certainly much more important for the growth of developing countries
where corruption is moreover extensive. Figure 2 depicts the percent of public transactions where a gift or
informal payment was requested in selected countries from Eastern Europe and Central Asia.
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Fig. 2: Bribery Depth: Percent of public transactions where a gift or informal payment was requested;
http://www.enterprisesurveys.org/graphing-tool/multi-country-comparisions

It would be proper to conclude with a discussion of the results in connection with the corruption in
SME banking. SMEs may not be marketing more than one product. But, in view of corrupt bank officials,
they have every reason to handle a loan once earned the same way a public project will be treated when the
public official is corrupt: Partial repayment of the loan under irregular intervals, and use of the loan for
purposes beyond those for which the loan was granted. There is clearly an issue of distorted financial and
real resource allocation regardless the multiproduct character of an SME. This too, is as important sociopolitically as bribing a minister to get a public project to the extent the abuse of SME lending is made
directly or indirectly for the financing of political ambitions. For example, Khwaja and Mian (2005) report
that in Pakistan, “political firms” borrowed 45 per cent more and had 50 per cent higher default rates than
other bank borrowers. This also exemplifies why the white-collar corruption is in general more important for
the developing economies.

Notes
1

Put the scenario explicitly, each firm independently puts down on a sheet of paper some calculations on
whether it should bribe the bureaucrat or not. It realizes that it should not be prudent to do so. Then, it
continues its calculations to see if it can enter into some mutually beneficial arrangement with the other firm.
And, the best such arrangement cannot be other than have the low-cost firm compensate the high-cost one
for withdrawing from competition, get the project the low-cost firm, and bribe the bureaucrat to make this
move worthwhile. Only the low-cost firm could afford to do this, because of its low cost. Each firm
independently contemplates this possibility too, realizes that such a scheme would not work out either, and
none of them approaches the other firm to discuss it. So, each firm decides to bid for the project without
bribery. A game next will be prompted only if the bureaucrat is corrupt; otherwise, no game is prompted. If it
is, it will take place in line with some bureaucracy model and there is an extensive list of them in the
literature. To elaborate upon one more such game lies beyond the scope of the paper. Instead, section 3 takes
for granted that one of the two firms got somehow the project from a corrupt bureaucrat, and examines what
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this would imply for the market structure in which the two firms are operating, and for the quantity and
quality of the project.
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Abstract. The transition from strong centralized economy to the free market economy was one of major
movements which include radical changes in the politics, economics, administration and structural field. So,
it was necessary to conduct a series of increasing reforms. In this context, the pension (retirement) reform is
a very important one. Many insurance schemes directed by the state, based on “pay-as-you-go” principle,
such as the current Albanian social insurance system. This scheme does not promote the interests of
employees being included in the current social insurance scheme. The best practices prove the fact that
mandatory social insurance should not be the only option. So, parallel with mandatory social insurance is
better to have the private insurance pension scheme, as well. The paper focuses on some issues of social
insurance.

Key words: social insurance, “pay-as-you-go”, pension reform, private insurance pension
scheme, etc.
JEL Codes: I31, J14, J32.

1. Introduction
The welfare of citizens is a commitment of any government. The history of wellbeing is also related to
social security. Social insurance relations of employees were started and developed under the influence of
rather important economic, political, legal, cultural and social factors. As one of the requirements of
employees from their work, social insurance contributions are an economic, as well as a legal problem. As
such they constitute at the same time responsibility for both employers and employees themselves.
Employers must create a safe work environment, and employees must be aware to work according to the law
and create an insurance community. The basic concept of social insurance networks is the care and
protection of those categories of persons who have neither the strength nor the ability to care for themselves
as the elderly, the disabled, etc. thus aiming at reducing social tensions.
Social insurance has a long evolution. So they are an early socio-economic phenomenon practiced in
different forms in different places and at different times and they have had an inevitable evolution as a
reflection of the characteristics of the social and economic development of society. So treating the historical
context, there are elements of social protection at the time of natural economies. In medieval times it got a
personal or religious character and therefore it was treated as a commitment which should be taken by the
family or religious institutions.

+
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The evolution of social insurance led to scaling down the social role of the state. They completed their
form with the creation and consolidation of the market economy, based on income redistribution on the basis
of the principles of solidarity, equality and social justice. So the development of society has turned them
from a philosophical norm, to a social unquestionable right and a legal rate guaranteed by the state.
The right to social insurance is a right which is also supported by international acts such as the United
Nations (UN), International Labour Organization (ILO) and European Union (EU). In their entirety, the
European Social Charter plays an important role. The current social insurance scheme which is based on the
PAYGO is a system based on solidarity between generations. Despite the importance of this system,
Modigliani, Ceprini and Muralidhar (2000) agree that: "......for the Promised Benefits is highly sensitive to
variations in structure and Productivity Population growth". Despite the problems of the system, the
involvement of citizens in insurance scheme constitutes a necessity. In this context it is necessary to know
problems in order to enable positive change of the existing situation.

2. Methodology
The methodology of this paper is based on the table work and also work in the field.
Table work refers to the theoretical approach of problems on social insurance, focusing on publications,
articles, studies and scientific journals, data processing and drafting of conclusions. The data are processed
through the statistical method SPSS.
Work on the terrain refers to the data collected by questionnaires. The sample consists of 85 citizens.
Main objective of this paper is: Recognition and evaluation of the current situation in regard to social
insurance, evidenced by factors conditioning this situation and the determination of some opportunities to
improve the present situation.

3. Analysis of findings
The processing of the collected field data starts with the calculation of indicators of KMO and Barlett test
which are presented in Table 1. From the information of this table it results that the KMO index amounts to
0.583, which is within the set limits. Significance for KMO and Barlett test was P <0.001 that are rated as
"very highly significant". In this context it is an appropriate factor analysis.
Table 1: KMO and Bartlett Test Values

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Adequacy.

Measure

Bartlett's
Sphericity

of

Test

of

Sampling

.583

Approx. Chi-Square

31.075

Df

6

Sig.

.000

Regarding the answers in the questionnaire on the social insurance analysis, the total explained variation
and Varimax rotation are considered. Table 2 shows that the total variation is 63.331%, value that meets the
criteria of Kaiser.
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Table 2: Total Variance Explained
Component

Initial Eigenvalues

Extraction
Loadings

Total

Total

%
of Cumulative
Variance %

Total

%
of Cumulative
Variance %

%
of Cumulative
Variance %

Sums

of

Squared Rotation Sums
Loadings

of

Squared

1– Situation
of the social
1.476 36.902
insurance
scheme

36.902

1.476

36.902

36.902

1.283

32.080

32.080

2–The
economic
situation

1.057 26.429

63.331

1.057

26.429

63.331

1.250

31.251

63.331

3

.782

20.802

84.033

4

.649

15.897

98.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

In the above, the group claims questionnaire is organized that focuses on social insurance problems
according to correlative relations among them. The group on the social insurance claims is shown in table 3.
Table 3: Analysis of Main Components
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1

2

1. Social security scheme
.691
has many problems
2. Revenues from social
.775
security schemes are low
3. The economic situation
does
not
enable
the
inclusion in the social
insurance scheme

.786

4. The unemployment rate
hinders participation in
social insurance scheme

.724

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation
Method:
Normalization.

Varimax

with

Kaiser
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a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

Under these conditions the name of the factors is done as follows:
Factor 1: Situation of the social insurance scheme: This can be the most appropriate label if we are
referring to the fact that all answers that can be included in this factor put on the focus the actual position of
the persons questioned regarding the social insurance scheme. To measure the influence of “The situation of
the social insurance scheme” on their decision-making to be part of the scheme, two main claims of the
questionnaire were considered. The analysis of principal components resulted in one single factor.
Factor 2: The economic situation enables decision-making for social scheme inclusion: Claims included
in this group consider the economic situation as an important element in civilian decision-making to be
included in the social insurance scheme. In this factor two claims are included in the questionnaire. The
analysis of principal components resulted in one factor.
The analysis referring credibility considers “Alpha Cronbach” coefficient, which shows the level of
compliance between variables as a group. For this, Cronbach (1951) emphasized that: “Correlation between
two forms given virtually at the same time, is a coefficient of equivalence, showing how nearly two measures
of the same general trait agree”. Meanwhile Churchill (1979) referring Nunnally admits that: “Consistency
is necessary, but not sufficient for construct validity (Nunally,1967)”. The data on Table 4 show acceptable
credibility. This explains that the assessment of the people questioned for social insurance has an acceptable
compliance.
Table 4 The coefficient values of Cronbach's Alpha
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
Alpha

N of Items

.540

2

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
Alpha

N of Items

.660

2

The correlation coefficient between the two components is evaluated statistically significant after P ˂ 0.05 .
This ratio appears to be the value r = 0378, which means that strengthening / weakening in the same
proportions of the other component. Namely with the weakening of the economic situation of citizens, it is
reduced the possibility or the will to be involved in social insurance scheme. Since multicollinearity
coefficient is included in the results of the defined limits, this is a condition for the use of multiple
regression. Measuring multicollinearity is presented in Table 5.
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Table 5: Measuring multicollinearity
Correlations
Situation of the The economic
social
situation
insurance
scheme
Situation of the Pearson Correlation
social insurance Sig. (2-tailed)
scheme
N
Pearson Correlation
The economic
Sig. (2-tailed)
situation
N

.378*

1

.016
85
.378

85
*

1

.016
85

85

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the relationship that exists between the factors that influence participation in
the social insurance scheme and increasing the number of citizens involved in the social insurance scheme
will be confirmed statistically. We refer to this hypothesis raised for this purpose.

3.1.

Analysis of regression

Insurance is one of the main requests of the employees. In this way the organization shall cultivate such a
culture to ensure the employees. Thus, the insurance to the members of the organization for the future is
enabled. For this, the hypothesis is as follows:
H1: The situation of social insurance conditions even the decision-making of citizens for inclusion in the
social insurance scheme.
H2:Economic problems tend to affect negatively on the increase of citizens number in the social insurance
scheme.
Regarding what claimed above, we refer to the analysis of regression results. The conclusion of this
analysis are shown on Table 6, which show the relation between the indipendent variable, increase of the
citizens included in the social insurance scheme and the dependable variable: the situation of social insurance
and economical problems of citizens.
From Table 6 we can see that R2 = 0.135, which shows that 13.5 % of the population increase included in
the scheme, is influenced by the situation of the scheme.
The relation between the independent variable and the dependable one, it can be expressed through this
equation:
Y = 3.215 - 0.294*X1 - 0,256* X2 + e
Y = increase of citizens included in the social insurance scheme
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X1 = The situation of the scheme (pensions reform)
X2 = Economic difficulties
e – random term

Table 6: Regression between dependent variable and independent variables

Model Summary
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted
Square

1

.367a

.135

.137

R Std. Error of the
Estimate
.78892

a. Predictors: (Constant), Situation of the social insurance scheme, The
economic situation
ANOVAa
Model

1

Sum of Squares Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

17.394

2

8.697

13.974

.000b

Residual

100.827

162

.622

Total

118.221

164

a. Dependent variable: increase of citizens included in the social insurance scheme
b. Predictors: (Constant), Situation of the social insurance scheme, The economic situation
Coefficientsa
Model

(Constant)

1

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

3.215

.388

Situation of the
social
insurance
scheme
The
situation

economic

- .294

-.256

T

Sig.

8.084

.000

.082

.254

3.455

.001

.077

-.245

-3.284

.001

a. Dependent Variable: increase of citizens included in the social insurance scheme

Processing the data collected by questionnaire highlights the fact that the relation between the independent
variable with the dependable variable have the same direction. As above, the impact of both components that
affect the attitude of citizens towards inclusion in the social insurance scheme it is very similar to each other,
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which shows the extent of the impact of these factors in deciding an important civic voice. Thus the
hypothesis raised for this purpose is confirmed.

4. Conclusions
As discussed above, we can draw the following conclusions:
•

•
•

•

Social insurance is a very important problem as the individual perspective and from the
macroeconomic point of view. Non-insurance of citizens of working age is risky and causes social
tension.
Insurance status and prospects of developing social insurance shall file a series of issues that are of
interest to study.
The state must undertake policies to open developing perspectives of social insurance. In this context
it is necessary to review certain aspects of the social insurance reform to increase citizens'
confidence in this scheme.
Making citizens aware for participation in private forms of insurance, it constitutes an important way
to increase the number of insured. Based on suggestions of the World Bank, in 1995 it was approved
the first law for private insurance pension scheme in Albania. Further it created the respective
infrastructure, which began with the Inspectorate of Private Pension Institutes. Since 2005 it created
some private companies such as GARANTSIG, IAPPS, CAPITAL. Recently there is an increasing
interest of citizens for participation in the private pension plan. According to Financial Supervisory
Authority during 2015 over 8000 individual took part in the private pension plan.
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Abstract. Decision-making is a central problem, widespread, difficult and an intellectual engagement with
responsibility to protect from risk. This paper does not cover all the problems of decision-making in business
but it is focused on the impact of decision-making methods in business performance that is characterized by
some performance indicators. A few theoritical problems of decision-making are presented in the framework
of the paper. After the theoretical part, the actual situation of decision-making is analyzed, and the impact of
the methods in business performance.
The objective of the paper is to measure the impact of decision-making methods in business performance.

Key words: decision-making, decision-making methods, financial performance, ubiquity of
decision-making.
JEL codes: M10, M20.

1. Introduction
Decision-making is a ubiquitous engagement. For this, Rosanas (2013) shares the opinion that decisionmaking is an ongoing activity as he says: “Decisions are an everyday fact of life”. While, Garvin and
Roberto (2001) see and handle the ubiquity of decision-making from the point of view of numerous meeting
points of the individual with the decision-making. In relation to this they underline: “The fact is, decisionmaking is not an event. It's a process, one that unfolds over weeks, months, or even years; one that's fraught
with power plays and politics and is replete with personal nuances and institutional history; one that's rife
with discussion and debate; and one that requires support at all levels of the organisation when the time
comes for execution”. Decision-making is widespread everywhere especially managerial decision-making.
The decision-making is obviously an essential management commitment, accountable for the business fate.
Accordingly, Garvin and Roberto (2001) will proclaim: “Decision-making is arguably the most important
job of the senior executive and one of the easiest to get wrong”. Therefore, cognition of the business
decision-making issues becomes of a paramount importance.
Decision-making impact in business performance conditioned by the method used in it. The methods still
utilized in decision-making vary. Considering the approaches of Covina, Slevin and Heeley (2001), Nygren
and White (2002), Dane, Rockmann and Pratt (2012) the decision-making methods are classified in two
groups:
a. intuitive methods
+
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b. analytical methods
Intuitive methods differ greatly from analytical methods. Ingredients, values, peculiarities and goals have
evolved over time. To Anderson (2002): “Intuition is what we ordinarily use”. Additionally, he deems that:
“Intuition is quicker, takes less effort, and requires no training”. According to Anderson, Sweeney, Williams,
Camm & Martin (2012) claim that: “Qualitative analysis is based primarily on manager's judgment and
experience; it includes the manager's intuitive "feel" for the problem and is more an art than a science”.
Forecasting the future of the business performance is a necessity. This amounts to a very important
managerial responsibility. The managerʼs predictive capability based solely on his intellectual experience, in
some cases may be considered as limited. Making use of intuition considers only the managerʼs experience.
Reliance on descriptive methods (intuitive) in many cases poses difficulties to the penetration in the
economic phenomena analysis and their affecting factors. It is highly quandary measuring the impact degree
of these factors to the economic phenomenon, being the object of decision-making.

2. Methodology
The offered methodology for this paper includes:
Desk work: focuses on researches in the respective contemporary economic literature and data gathering
from available documents of different institutions like: General Tax Directory, questionnaire preparation,
data processing and coming to conclusions.
Field work: terrain researches is focused on the businesses subjected to study and survey.
In respect of the paper’s objectives, the necessary data for the research conduction were provided by the
questionnaire prepared for this purpose. The sample is composed of 167 managers, Tirana, Skopje and
Podgorica included. The data are processed by the Least Squares method.

3. Results analysis
As least squares method is a standard approach in regression analysis, it has given the opportunity to
evidence the decision-making methods impact in business performance. Concretely, the decision-making
impact in business financial performance is analyzed with two important indicators: “Return on Assets Rate”
(ROA) and “Net Profit”
At the end of the analysis, it concluded:
→ Return on assets rate (ROA)
The business performance is conditioned by the way in which the assets are used, which is evidenced by the
indicator "Capital Intensity" ROA. By using ROA as a comparative indicator, the financial situation of the
businesses being an object of study in the capitals of the three regional countries may be analyzed. The actual
structural reports on country basis are presented as follows:
•

•

In Tirana, 7.79% of the total businesses have a negative return on assets rate. A considerable part of
these businesses about 51.94% have achieved a return on assets rate of over 5%. While the
remaining part or 40.26% have a return on assets rate smaller than 5%, which testifies that a large
number of businesses have a low wealth intensity.
In Skopje, in the structural reports, a more positive situation is noticeable. About 67.6% of the
businesses have a return on assets rate higher than 5%, so they have a high wealth intensity. About
24.3% of the total businesses have a poor achievement as their ROA results to be less than 5%.
Meanwhile only 8.1% of the businesses, result in a negative return on assets rate.
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•

In Podgorica, it is evidenced a situation that can be considered relatively optimistic. We state
relatively because 17% of the businesses have a negative return on asset rate, while 77.4% of the
total businesses have good accomplishments to this indicator, since their return on asset rate results
to be over 5%. The rest of the businesses, amounting to 5.6% results to having a return on asset rate
of fewer than 5%.

Generally speaking, the business accomplishments referring to this indicator highlight a not very positive
financial situation. ROA is a characterizing indicator of the business financial performance, since it
accentuates the wealth intensity. If ROA, expressing the return on assets rate, is lower than 5%, which
evidences high wealth intensity, it means that under other unchanged conditions, a higher wealth intensity
degree requires injecting larger amounts of money to business reinvestment in order to ensure future profits.
The rationale adds to the manager’s interest in focusing on the factors that positively or negatively influence
on ROA. The hypothesis for this indicator is:

H1: Decision-making methods expected to affect in the business financial performance
measured via ROA
To put in focus the manager in its decision-making activity, this problem is reflected in questionnaire with
these statements:
-

After I provide the necessary information from subordinates I engage in decision-making
I consider the subordinates engagement for different parts of decision.

The field data analysis is reflected by Table 1.
According to the processed data, it results that only one of the statements is statistically important p = .0292.
The statement that we can consider is “After I provide the necessary information from subordinates I engage
in decision-making”. The results analysis stressed out the negative relation between business financial
performance defined by ROA and the statement.

Table 1: Return on Assets Rate (ROA)
Method: Least Squares
Sample: 1 167
Included observations: 167
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
Q142

0.428879
-0.087896

0.155119 2.764830
0.039963 -2.199420

0.0063
0.0292

Q143

0.025730

0.035084

0.733376

0.4644

R-squared

0.028712

Mean dependent var

0.197391

Adjusted R-squared

0.016867

S.D. dependent var

0.339228

S.E. of regression

0.336355

Akaike info criterion

0.676504

Sum squared resid

18.55414

Schwarz criterion

0.732516

F-statistic

2.423944

Prob(F-statistic)

0.091739

Log likelihood
Durbin-Watson stat

-53.48812
2.100701

Source: I.Canco Dossier
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As above the relation between dependent variable “Financial performance – Return of Asset Rate - ROA”
(Y) and depend variable “After I provide the necessary information from subordinates I engage in decisionmaking” (x) express as follows:

Y = 0.428879 – 0.087896*x1 + e
Y- business financial performance characterized by the “Return on assets rate” (ROA)
x1 - After I provide the necessary information from subordinates I engage in decision-making
e - random factor
As above, the hypothesis is verified.
The negative result stressed out some problems, such as:
•

Cooperation among manager and subordinates to provide the necessary information for decisionmaking creates enough space for link-up among the two actors (managers and his/her staff). It
enables the enhancement of human capital that is available in collecting the data and prepare the
necessary information for making the decision. Negative coefficient in front of the depend variable
“x” that result from the analysis will not make us think that in every case cooperation with
subordinates in the decision-making framework will affect negatively in business financial
performance and concretely the indicator that we have analyzed ROA. As a logic rule, the
cooperation among subordinates must affect positively in decision-making because it generates more
ideas. It cannot be considered only the trust relationship among parties but it can be considered as a
conditional engagement from the respective functional duties of each of them. Therefore the above
results cannot be taken separately but interpreted in the framework of the nature of the factors that
caused this situation.
• Exploring in this direction, we think that this situation is conditioned by:
- quality of possible data provided from subordinates.
- subordinatesʼ professionalism to provide the necessary data and to transform them into
necessary information.
- impact of random factors that are predicted.
• Analysis results on managersʼ attitude related to this statement must be analyzed in the framework of
the nepotistic relation that are presented in regional businesses. 63.5% of the businesses are a single
ownership and in these businesses a majority are the “Klan” organizational culture. This tradition
conditions the actual behavior of managers and make them less searcher-related to information. The
development prospects of regional countries require the awareness of business leaders and managers
related to data. The data are considered as an important contribution in business development.
• Field work presents the fact that the businesses with single ownership in the majority of their 83.7%
of the total of the businesses that we have analyzed do not possess the data for the previous periods.
The lack of data available gives impact in the situation that we have presented in this analysis.
→ Net Profit

Net profit is an important financial indicator that makes interested all the management structure of the
business. This indicator informs for the financial state of the business and represents a major objective of
each business. It is of interes to gain the knowledge if it exist any relation between “Net profit” indicators
and the methods that use in decion-making. This problem takes answer if we will test the hypothesis.
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H2: Financial performance measured by net profit expected to affect negatively in only use of
intuitive methods in decision-making.
It is analyzed and evidenced the relationship of financial performance – net profit and some statements that
refer to the intuitive methods in decision-making. Concretely, the statements are:
-

I make decision when I dispose of the necessary data
Rarely I make decision without consulting with my colleagues
I sense the necessity of the training in decision-making field
I always rely on my intuition when I make decisions
I make decisions based on my logic
I take decisions in an independent way

From the data analysis in Table 2 we conclude that only one statement results in the statistics as important
and, more concretely, the statement “I always rely on my intuition when I make decisions”, which has a
negative impact.
Table 2: Net Profit
Dependent Variable: NET
Method: Least Squares
Sample: 1 167
Included observations: 165
Excluded observations: 2
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C

70084.86

185461.8

0.377894

0.7060

Q41

4048.948

23175.57

0.174708

0.8615

Q44

12073.77

20426.37

0.591087

0.5553

Q418

6135.873

24324.40

0.252252

0.8012

Q420

-45793.09

21307.89

-2.149114

0.0331

Q421

-7533.056

21909.51

-0.343826

0.7314

Q425

30295.50

20277.09

1.494075

0.1372

R-squared

0.039568

Mean dependent var

63467.37

Adjusted R-squared

0.003095

S.D. dependent var

252593.0

S.E. of regression

252201.8

Akaike info criterion

27.75534

Sum squared resid

1.00E+13

Schwarz criterion

27.88711

Log likelihood

-2282.816

F-statistic

1.084872

Prob(F-statistic)

0.373796

Durbin-Watson stat

1.848326

Source: I.Canco Dossier
The use of intuitive methods in decision-making has impacted negatively in the businesses financial
performance that we have analyzed. This conclusion verifies because p = 0.0331. It shows that the factor has
statistical significance. So, the hypothesis is verified.
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The model expresses the relationship among the use of intuitive methods in decision-making and business
financial performance – Net profit. It can express as follows:
Y = 70084.86 - 45793.09*x1 + e
Y- business financial performance – Net profit
x1- I always rely on my intuition when I make decisions
e - random factor
Financial performance characterized by “Net profit” in businesses that we have analyzed should not refer
only decision-making method despite the importance that it has. In perception of managers have influenced
also the high level of informal economie of regional countries. Based on Fact Book of CIA in 2007 and until
the period that we have analyzed the level of informal economy in Albania is over 50% of GDP. Based on
cea.org.mk. informal economy in Macedonia is approximately 47% and 40% in Montenegro. This means
that in Albania, 50% of the revenues are not declared. In Macedonia 47% of the revenues are not declared
and in Montenegro is 40%

4. Conclusions
Considering the above, we come up with the following conclusions:
-

-

-

-

Decision-making and decision-making methods make up an important managerial engagement. It has
made that decision-making focus the attention of some scholars for handling theoretical problems of
decision-making
Methods that are used in decision-making affect business financial performance. Generally, we can
pretend that analytical methods have a positive impact in business financial performance. In this
context, the managers must orient their engagement from analytical methods in decision-making. It
requires to increase the professional competence of the managers.
Based on Fact Book of CIA in 2007 and until the period that we have analyzed the level of informal
economy in Albania is over 50% of GDP. While based on cea.org.mk the level of informal economy in
Macedonia is 47% of GDP and in Montenegro is approxiamtely 40% of GDP. It means that the
revenues not declared in Albania is 50%, in Macedonia is 47% and in Montenegro is 40%.
From the statements of the questionnaire it results that only statement “After I provide the necessary
information from subordinates I engage in decision-making” affect the ROA indicator.
From all statements of the questionnaire we can conclude that only statement “I always rely on my
intuition when I make decisions” affect the “Net profit” indicator.
Generally, we observe that the managers neglect the use of analytical methods in decision-making and
they tend to use the intuitive methods in decision-making.
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Abstract. The paper is based on the research devoted to the development of higher education system in Russia.
It deals with the topical issues related to the educational reform, competitiveness of Russian universities on the
international market of educational service, and ways to promote Russian universities and business schools
through world rankings such as The Times Higher Education World University Rankings, QS World University
Rankings, Academic Ranking of World Universities. The paper describes the project initiated by The Ministry of
Education and Science of the Russian Federation which is aimed at the integration of leading universities into the
global educational environment. The main point is connected with the analysis of the Project 5-100 as the
innovation approach to the management of higher education reform with a view of achieving concrete results
including entering at least five Russian universities into the top 100 of the most influential education rankings.
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1. Introduction
The assessment and development of national higher education system is a matter of a pressing concern
for any country. Along with the importance of universities for the comprehensive domestic progress, they
play a major role in social and economic integration of a country and cultural understanding in the global
community. The promotion of national educational standards provides the improvement of international
profile and presence to expand exchange initiatives in various spheres of cross-country cooperation.
Bringing the university educational and research programs in line with the best international examples is
one of the priorities for Russian internal and external development. Such a progress requires complicated
reforms on the basis of the historical analysis of educational stereotypes, research of instruments aimed at the
current implementation of state strategies, and reflection of experience resulted in taken steps. [1]
This paper is focused on the opportunities of increasing competitiveness of Russian universities on
global educational market through the following achievements:
• entry of at least five Russian universities into the top 100 of global education rankings;
• at least 15% international students in each University’s student body;
• at least 10% international faculty members.
These and other practical challenges are included in the Project 5-100 as a part of the national
educational reform which is currently carried out in Russia. This project and ways of its realization became a
basis for the study whose objective is to assess the potential of measures introduced.
There were a number of tasks to be completed to achieve this goal:
1
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• to examine the educational sector and Russia and clarify the innovative approaches that are applied
by the state to measure, regulate and maintain Russian universities’ educational and research activity;
• to describe the Academic Excellence Program development, and the Project 5-100;
• to assess the positions of Russian universities in international rankings;
• to evaluate the progress of the Project 5-100 realization;
• to identify criticisms related to the Project 5-100 current development;
• to draw conclusions about the potential competiveness of Russian universities of and way of its
increasing.
As a hypothesis it is assumed that the government should use more transparent schemes to select the
universities which participate in academic development projects and ensure public control over their funding
while remaining open to criticism.
Methodologically, the research is based on the qualitative and quantities analysis including the method
of KPI, Porter Five Forces analysis, PEST and SWOT analyses, and examination of expert opinions.
The basic results of the study are described in this article. The paper discusses some conceptual issues
connected with specifics of Russian higher education system, the most significant characteristics of the
Project 5-100, including the analysis of its internal and external specifics, and promising opportunities for
strategic development of Russian universities in the global educational environment.

2. Higher education system in Russia: traditions and challenges of the
present
A short overview of educational development in Russia is definitely needed to better understand the
conditions for modern reforms. Some significant points connected with higher education profile and its main
characteristics are presented below.
Historically, Russian higher education system was developed on the basis of models adopted by German
and French universities.
After the Revolution in 1917, there was no common view with regard to the matter of educational
questions. Some politicians demanded the complete elimination of existing universities to build an absolutely
new educational system based on radical changes in the class composition. Others opted to maintain the
current system with restructuring programs in accordance with the aims of the new politician, economic and
social directions2. However, at that time the framework of higher education system in the USSR had been
agreed. At their core there were the basics conformed to the general ideology of the industrialization and
planned economy.
The strict separation and specialization of the educational model’s components and their vertical
integration was one of the fundamental principles of the system. This approach resulted in the separation of
research and teaching activities of higher education organizations which were enshrined3. Industrial
professional institutes, research laboratories, universities and specialized colleges along with the Academy of
Sciences created a scientific and educational profile of the country as the set of unites just formally
connected each other. This system hardly allowed universities to link research to education. [2] On the other
hand, such a divisional structure made it possible to achieve the directed and accelerated development of
science that advanced the economic interests of the USSR.
Another feature of the introduced educational system was related to the establishment of specialized
academic institutions implemented by line ministries. Managed as a university, they became a fundamental
element of the Soviet educational consistency. Students were trained for the narrow professional framework.
The strength of such specialized institutions was the harmonization of higher education with requirements of
2
URL: http://intellect-invest.org.ua/content/userfiles/files/social_history_pedagogic/material_period/Avrus_History_
universities.pdf
3
URL: http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ903728
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a concrete industry, or a branch; however, the weakness occurred in duplication of effort, inefficient use of
financial and human resources and often insurmountable barriers precluding movement within the system.
[2]
There also should be mentioned such an important conceptual component of the further development of
the educational system as an ongoing process of deliberately displacing basic and industrial science from
universities. Despite the fact that a number of regulatory acts stressed the need to closely tie specialist
training with research activities, basic research was transferred to the Academy of Sciences and the industrial
research institutes. Research and design institutes were formed at the largest universities only, and large
degree development tasks were reassigned away from university research.
However, the reality required some oncoming movements. The collaboration between education,
research and development was supported by the common practice of combining opportunities of both
academies and universities for researchers and practitioners. In fact these relationships represented consortia
of departments and institutes as well as consortia of departments and laboratories.
The ideologists of the Soviet reforms understood the risks of excessive specialization and concentration
as well as the weak links between universities and industry science. Therefore, structural policy provided a
range of financial and regulatory frameworks that improved system efficiency in solving problems. Of
course, all of these mechanisms formed an organic part of the tools of the planned economy and the
administrative control system.
Thus, being a subsystem of a planned economy the higher education in Russia had very limited driving
forces for its transformation. The universities could be classified in three categories:
1. Universities formed on the basis of territorial-production principles with the main function consisting
in staffing specific sectors of the regional socio-economic system. Following this principle, educational,
medical, polytechnic and other institutions were established in each region or group of regions. Some
colleges and groups of universities were absorbed then into industry agencies and ministries.
2. Industry universities focused on staffing particular economic sectors at the national level. This group
included (a) specialized universities that belonged to Soviet-style industry clusters (for example,
Transportation Engineering Institutes and Aviation Universities in the regions); (b) factory technical
colleges; (c) central industry universities that performed the additional functions of providing scientific and
methodological support for industry or other specialized institutions (e.g. Gubkin Moscow Oil Institute, the
Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys).
3. Classic universities that trained specialists for science and other universities, in fundamental
disciplines mainly, as well as local administrative elites (education in economics, history, and law; e.g. the
Moscow State University).
This way of organizing higher education is not entirely consistent with what B. Clark has called a statecontrolled system4. The key feature of the Soviet version is not so much the full inclusion of the higher
education system into a single planned organized complex of the national economy, but rather its rigidity and
the combination by the state of staff training and main employer functions, just like in corporate staff
training systems. This system of higher education can be characterized as quasi-corporate, especially in light
of the fact that Lenin characterized the socialist economy as functioning like “a single factory”5.
For decades during the Soviet period only a small number of structural adjustments were made in the
network of universities, which supported the ties between the system of higher education and labor markets
and technologies. Of course, some changes were made on the level of regional-industry structure, however
the typology of the system remained the same.
The supporting pillar of higher education system was direct state orders for training. At the same time,
starting in the postwar period, the higher education system had “input” risk elements, since applicants could
4
5

URL: http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ903728
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freely choose which university to go. Of course, the choice was restricted by both national and social quotas
as well as direct training orders for the best employees from enterprises, but nevertheless it existed.
The current higher education model in Russia is the result of the chaotic transformation period. The
failure of regionalization reform in the early 1990s and centralization reinforcement in the 2000s
preconditioned the fact that the ratio of regional and federal (national) universities has actually remained
unchanged over twenty years. [4]
The industry-specific character of university management is practically constant as well. Today the
higher education system includes universities subordinate to more than twenty national executive authorities.
The main managerial functions at the national level are distributed among several bodies. The Ministry
of Education and Science of the Russian Federation (MOES) provides general regulation over the
universities including development and implementation of national policy, and financial and methodological
support. Line ministries affect the areas of funding and development of their subordinate universities, and
control educational standards and requirements. The Federal Supervision Service for Education and Science
performs the functions of control and supervision in the sphere of education and response for accreditation
and licensing of educational institutions.
At the current stage the question is if this institutional capacity is adequate to new challenges. Russia
shares modern market-based mechanisms and values for more than 20 years. Being a point of intersection of
social and business activity educational sphere is assessed through market-driven indicators. Universities are
full members of global network in different directions: communications, culture, entrepreneurship, etc. So
education becomes an open system that hardly can be limited within the national borders. As players of
international educational market Russian universities should be demanded and competitive. To achieve these
goals serious improvements are needed. [3]

3. Academic excellence development. A phenomenon of rapid growth
The main focus of the Government’s effort for the development of Russian higher education system is
aimed at the creation of long-term competitive advantages and internationalization in all spheres of the
universities’ activity. Several programs are created to realize the projects designed to promote the integration
of national universities in the world education space. [4]
Thus, there is the project “Supporting Universities” launched be MOES that directly supports the
restructuring of educational organizations. Participants are selected based on the development of capabilities
in the following areas6:

•
•
•
•
•

modernization of educational activities;
modernization of research and innovation;
the development of personnel potential;
modernization of the university management system;
modernization of material and technical basis and social infrastructure.

Each potential participant needs to present the clear program of its development for a period of five
years. Additionally, the entrant agrees to provide co-financing at least 20% of requested grant. The project
involves the consolidation of universities which takes part in restructuring process to move to the wellestablished stage of prudent expansion.
The expected results of the project “Supporting Universities» to be achieved by 2020 are presented here
(table 1).

6

URL: http://минобрнауки.рф
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Table 1: Expected results of the project «Supporting Universities»
Performance indicators
The total number of students enrolled in bachelor, specialist or master
full-time studies
Consolidated budget
The number of implemented groups of preparation
Share of the number of students under master's programs and programs
of training of the teaching staff in graduate school, in the total number
of students in basic educational programs
The volume of scientific work per 1 employee
The number of publications indexed in International Science Citation
systems, based on 100 employee

Results
10 000 persons
minimum 2 billion rubles
minimum 20
minimum 20%

minimum 150 thousand rubles
Web of Science – minimum 15
publication
Scopus – minimum 20 publications

By 2016 there are 11 universities-winners which obtained grant funds to 150 million rubles.
Another direction of the educational reform is connected with giving leading universities special status
of “unique scientific and educational complexes of the oldest universities in the country having huge value
for development of Russian society”. Thus, Moscow and St. Petersburg State Universities have the special
status due to which they enjoy some exclusive rights and privileges. For example, both universities can
establish branches and open representative offices in Russia and abroad. Their educational programs are
based on self-imposed standards and requirements. The procedures of licensing for educational activity and
state accreditation are specially created by the government of the Russian Federation. Finally, these
universities have the right to introduce additional requirements for admission of students.
While the above-mentioned programs are associated mainly with the internal development of higher
education system mainly, there is a plan directly oriented on the development of international potential. This
is the Russian Academic Excellence Project aimed at enhancing the competitiveness of leading universities
among major global scientific and educational centers.
The main goals of the Russian Academic Excellence Project include:
• development and implementation of measures aimed at creating long-term competitive advantages
for Russian universities;
• internationalization in all spheres, development of infrastructure to recruit the best scientists, faculty,
managers and students;
• production of world-class intellectual outcomes;
• development of outstanding academic reputation by doing breakthrough research and recruiting the
world’s leading scientists;
• bringing university educational programs in line with the best international examples;
• development of cooperation between the academic environment, industrial sector the business
activity;
• increased export of educational services.
In the context of this project in 2013 Russia’s government approved the plan named “Project 5-100”
that must be resulted in the following achievements8:
• minimum five Russian universities are among top 100 educational organizations according to the
most influential rankings;
• minimum 15% international students in each University’s whole number of students;
• minimum 10% international faculty members in the regular staff.
7
8
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In 2013 the Russian Government announced a resolution whereby a council would convene to oversee
further development of leading Universities. The Council on Competitiveness Enhancement of Leading
Russian Universities among Global Research and Education Centers has been designed to enjoy long-term
service as a permanent interdepartmental advisory body, its mission to handle the various issues that arise
under its umbrella. Its goes over the Universities’ reports, suggests how much money is needed to follow
through on everything, and then communicates what it thinks ought to be done to the Russian Ministry of
Education and Science in terms of continued support of the Project’s selected Universities9.
To date, 21 Russian University are taking part in Project 5-100 and winners of the contest for
government support. The University-participants in the Project report to Council and MOES on how their
“excellence programs” are faring. Subsidies are given to the universities whose action plans (roadmaps) have
borne fruit, including, of course, their injection into global rankings. Also, in order to get these subsidies, the
university has to demonstrate the ability to garner co-financing funds from non-budgetary sources.
Annually the government issues the state contract and defines funding to be distributed with the
involvement of the Autonomous Research Institution “Centre of Sociological Research” ("Sociocentre")
which is recognized as the Project 5-100 Office (table 2).
Table 2: Funding of the Project 5-10010
Year
2015
2014
2013
Total

10 140
10 150
8 700
28 990

Volume of financing of the project “5-100" (million rubles)
349,913
10 489,913
370,474
10 520,474
220,771
8 920,771
941,158
29 931,158

In September 2015 the Times Higher Education magazine published The World University Rankings
2015-2016. Phil Beatty, the editor of this issue, reported “impressive progress” of Russian universities,
which he explained by the realization of the Project 5-100. “This program recognizes the necessity of
creating a separate fund to finance the best universities because they hardly compete on the world stage
without having a very serious financial support”, – said the expert 11.
Table 3 presents 10 universities (out of 21) with their positions in international rankings: The Times
Higher Education World University Rankings (THE WUR); QS World University Rankings (QS WUR);
Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU).
In 2012, 8 universities only were ranked by QS WUR. In 3 years of Project “5-100” implementation the
amount of Russian universities quoted in QS WUR ranking has increased to 12. In 2012, only one universityparticipant of the project was ranked by THE occupying the position of the 226-250 group. In 2015, the
rating of THE doubled (from 400 to 800) and 9 universities are currently evaluated. For the first time, in
2015 the Russian university – Novosibirsk State University – occupies a position in ARWU12.
Despite such undeniable progress, the Project 5-100 is intended to address a wider range of problems.
Undoubtedly, the improvement of positions in global university rankings demonstrates the high potential of
Russian education system as a whole. However the further implementation of the Project requires the careful
analysis of indicators and further actions in order to realize if they are really effective to manage and
improve the education system.

9 URL: http://5top100.ru
10
URL: http://5top100.ru
11
URL: http://обрнадзор.рф/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/5-100-doklad-chast-1.pdf
12
URL: http://обрнадзор.рф/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/5-100-doklad-chast-1.pdf
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Table 3: Project 5-100 Participants’ positions in international rankings13
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Universities-participants of the project "5-100"
Far Eastern Federal University
Kazan (Volga region) Federal University
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
National University of Science and Technology MISIS
Tomsk State University
Tomsk Polytechnic University
National Research University “Higher School of Economics”
National Research Nuclear University “MEPhi”
Lobachevsky University
Novosibirsk State University

Ranking 2016-2015
ARWU
THE
301-350
601-800
601-800
601-800
251-300
301-350
401-500

401-500

QS
651-700
551-600
431-440
701+
481-490
481-490
501-550
501-550
701+
317

3. Analytical issues and criticism of the Project 5-100
The Project 5-100 is considered as the management tool aimed at increasing competitiveness of leading
Russian universities among global educational and research centers. Within a few years the Project has been
demonstrating the successful results. As already mentioned, this progress can be associated mainly with
increased funding. Of course, the financial aspect is one of the crucial factors that influence any
development. However such a complicated system as education is definitely based on the combination of
specifics which have equal power and influence.
In order to determine the significance of the Project 5-100 and its impact on the educational reform in
Russia, the related internal and external factors have been analyzed.
The most important internal characteristics which define the competitive advantage of the Project 5-100
were studied on the basis of Key Performance Indicator (KPI) since this approach lets understand what is
really important for the Project’s realization.
Every industry has its own specific requirements for the combination of key success factors. In this case
five groups of factors were outlined14:
1. KPI based on the scientific and technical superiority of universities.
2. KPI related to the organization of teaching and research processes.
3. Marketing-based KPI (promoting and improving the reputation of universities among other
educational institutions, understanding of universities-rivals, collaboration with students)
4. KPI based on the progress of knowledge and experience.
5. KPI related to organization and management
The general findings are summarized in the table 4.

13
14

URL: http://news.sfu-kras.ru/node/17268
The information is based on the special survey of MOES officials who are directly associated with the Project 5-100
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Table 4: Objective KPIs15
Factors

Scale

Score

The ability of universities to keep up with the latest updates technology
Healthy competition between universities
Providing full information about the faculties and study programs on request
High quality universities purchased goods
Continuous maintenance and improvement of communications with students
and applicants, as well as guests of the universities
Prohibition of corruption and bribery
The revolutionary optical, aerospace and other nanotechnology
The use of new advanced materials in laboratories
Total

0,2
0,15
0,1
0,2

9
10
8
7

Balanced
assessment
1,8
1.5
0,8
0,14

0,05

9

0,45

0,05
0,05
0,2
1

10
9
10
72

0,5
0,45
2,0
9,35

№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The analysis indicated main drivers: new technologies applied by each university, and internal
competition between universities-participants of the Project 5-100. The first one is predictable to some
extent. Appearing as a strategic factor, the application of advanced technologies for development of both
material and technical basis and teaching methods is the ordinary concern of any educational organization.
These processes can be stimulated by financial incentives as it was mentioned above. As for the competition,
this factor requires more detailed consideration.
To examine the peculiarities of competition in educational sphere as well as possible strategies for
further development Porter Five Forces analysis was applied. Here are some findings which are described
briefly in correspondence with each element of the model (table 5).
Table 5: Competition analysis of Russian higher education sphere16
The Porter’s Force

Qualitative Evaluation of Strategic Position
Competition in the market of higher educational services is low. State universities have the
advantage over non-state and private institutions since they provide a guarantee of high quality
education that is recognized by Russian an international employers. Additionally, state
universities provide free education.
Threat of new competitors on the market in question is low because of the need to meet the
official requirements, fulfill complicated procedures and follow the state standards.

1

Industry Rivalry

2

Threats of New Entrants

3

Power of Suppliers

Since the suppliers are government authorities the impact of this factor is very considerable. It is
definitely an advantage because of financing system when the funds are large enough and the
payback period is practically zero.

4

Power of Consumers

The power of buyers (students) on the educational market is traditionally low that is logically
connected with the lack of competition. Additionally, the higher education is highly demanded.

Threat of Substitutes

Students prefer studying in state educational organizations to get state diploma. Even in case of
outstanding teaching programs commercial, private and non-state universities hardly can
substitute the current players. There can be some risk associated with the corporative
universities, however this practice is not widespread yet.

5

The results of KPI and Porter Five Forces analyses show that the universities-participants of the Project
5-100 have serious intention to increase the competiveness through the optimization of material and
technical basis and providing students and teachers with the best conditions to study and develop. The weak
competition with private universities should not be considered as an advantage. Facing a challenge of the
poor attractiveness because of the lack of state diploma they make every effort for development. The
prospect of competition on the global market makes state universities pay special attention to these players
since the practice of non-state education is usual overseas experience.
15
16

Author’s development
Author’s development
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Educational projects are also influenced by the external environment. The research presented here is
based on the PEST and SWOT analyses that help to identify factors of the greatest importance.
Figure 1 demonstrates the scan of political, economic, social and technological factors which affect the
Project 5-100 realization.
The overview of the macro-environmental factors reveals a contradiction between the readiness of
universities to realize the Project 5-100 and structural problems of the economy. These findings are being
confirmed by SWOT analysis which identified such strengths and opportunities as state policy aimed at
development of educational sector, improvement of academic and teaching capacity, regular funding. At the
same time the following points are outlined among weaknesses and threats: orientation on international
rankings without any critical analysis of their criteria and selection, the existence of similar projects in other
countries – in particular, Chinese project “985”, opaque systems of funding and accounting with the
possibilities of bribery shames.
The criticism of the Project 5-100 is based on following points.

• not sufficiently flexible system of criteria which selects the universities-participants;
• focusing on the rankings and their indicators to the detriment of the real improvement;
• poor management;
• difficulties in establishing the efficient accountability and evaluation mechanisms and
evidence of corruption.

Figure 1: PEST analysis of the Project 5-100 indicators17

Experts and independent observers emphasize such problems connected with the Project 5-100 as zero
dynamics or negative trends in rankings as opposed to the official rhetoric, opacity of estimates, complicated
and non-transparent procedures of decision making, unfair tenders1819.

17

Author’s development
URL: http://professionaly.ru/Link/16680431.html
19 URL: http://tass.ru/obschestvo/2749802
18
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4. Conclusion
From one year to another, the Russian Government and independent experts are opposing each other
regarding the problem of quality assessment in higher education system. The society does not share the
positive forecast concerning officially expected development of academic excellence programs. The Project
5-100 and procedures of the universities’ selection, allocation of funds, activities, reporting and results
achieved is the subject of intensive debate.
This paper briefly describes the main points associated with the core idea and the most critical
comments addressed do the developers of the Project 5-100. In fact, there hardly can be an objective
evaluation at the current stage of the Project realization since the available information for the
comprehensive analysis is rather controversial.
The research shows that, on the one hand, more favourable conditions are being created for Russian
universities to increase their competitiveness to reach a worthy position in the global educational space. The
government declares clear programs, sets logical goals, creates councils, and commits recourses. On the
other hand, the process of these programs’ realization rises great concerns to universities-participants and
communities of interest. Independent experts reasonably discuss the slow dynamics of declared goals’
achievement that they connect with a range of problems. The most frequently discussed aspects are related to
the lack of transparency in the Project 5-100 realization.
All in all, the necessity of the program aimed at the development of Russian higher education on the
global market is beyond doubt. However, the system of criteria on which the real action depends, especially
in financial terms, should be clearer. In particular, the recommendations should be aimed at the universities’
involvement in the process of developing indicators depending on their specific and real estimates. That
helps to design and implement the reforms in more appropriate ways since the universities should consider
themselves as not just accountable organizations but full participants of restructuring performance in the
educational sphere.
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Abstract. The Law on Social Economy was recently enacted in Romania (August 2015), followed by its
related enforcement guidelines, one year later (august 2016). Hereinafter, I have analysed the way in which
this legislative document defines the Third Sector compared to previous definitions given by national
legislation and the directions set out by the European Union. Even though the law complies with European
definitions and criteria, the impact of this legislative initiative will depend, in my opinion, on classic Social
Economy aspects (which occurred in the 19th century) which are not, however, stressed by the Law no.
219/2015: economic efficiency of social enterprises, the significance of complying with moral values, not just
social goals, in the practice of economy, the self-help and entrepreneurial spirit which must be developed
among the members themselves of vulnerable groups involved. This article points out the possible traps of
the adopted approach and proposes a wider view over the social purpose that Social Economy could serve.
Keywords: Romanian Law of Social Economy; Social economy; Social Enterprise; Cooperative;
Associations; Foundations; Mutuals
JEL Codes: L31, L13.
1.

Introduction

The Law no. 219/2015 was initiated by the Romanian Government and was submitted for Senate debate
analysis at the end of 2013. The 4th quarter of 2012 was stipulated by the National Reform Program 20112013 as the deadline for the submission by the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection and Elderly of
the draft Law on Social Economy (Camera Deputatilor, 2016). According to the substantiation report
submitted by the Government in December 2013, the need for the draft law was supported by three European
documents: The Lisbon Strategy for Growth and Employment (2004), The Resolution 2008/2250 (INI) of the
European Parliament (2009) and the Europe's Growth Strategy Europe 2020 (2010). These documents
recommended to the Member States to acknowledge and support Social Economy as a means for fighting
poverty by facilitating the access to funding and tax exemptions offered to the participatory and inclusive
organizations like foundations, associations, cooperatives and mutual societies. The Government also notes
that, despite repeated recommendations, in the Romanian legislation in force during 2012 this term occurred
+
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only sporadically and inconsequentially. (Government Decision no. 829/2002 and Law no. 292/2011 on
Social Security). Meanwhile, in 2008, Social Economy had already become an area eligible for funding
within the framework of POSDRU 2007-2013 program. The legislative proposal on Social Economy was
passed by the Senate in June 2014, following several delays in submitting the necessary reports by
specialized commissions (the Labour, Family and Social Protection Commission, the Economic, Services
and Industries Commission, the Public Administration, Territorial Planning and Environmental Protection
Commission) and, a year later (on June 30th 2015) also by the Chamber of Deputies (decision-making
forum). It was published in the Official Gazette no. 561 from 28 of July, 2015. The legislative document
defines the term of Social Economy and sets the criteria and principles that the interested organizations must
fulfil in order to receive the Social Enterprise certificate and the Social Insertion Enterprise certificate.
2.

Social Economy definition

In defining the field, European policies for Social Economy are grounded on two studies published in
2012 by the social research networks International Centre of Research and Information on the Public, Social
and Cooperative Economy (C.I.R.I.E.C.) and The Emergence of Social Enterprises in Europe International
Research Network (E.M.E.S.).
The former proposes the following definition: Social Economy is “the set of private, formally-organised
enterprises, with autonomy of decision and freedom of membership, created to meet their members’ needs
through the market by producing goods and providing services, insurance and finance, where decisionmaking and any distribution of profits or surpluses among the members are not directly linked to the capital
or fees contributed by each member, each of whom has one vote, or at all events take place through
democratic and participative decision-making processes. The social economy also includes private, formally
organized organisations with autonomy of decision and freedom of membership that produce non-market
services for households and whose surpluses, if any, cannot be appropriated by the economic agents that
create, control or finance them.” (Campos & Ávila, 2012, p. 22)
E.M.E.S. formulates some criteria that the Social Economy organizations must fulfil in order to be able
to become a part of the Social Economy field. These are: economic and entrepreneurial (“a continuous
activity producing goods and/or selling services; a significant level of economic risk, a minimum amount of
paid work”), social (“an explicit aim to benefit the community; an initiative launched by a group of citizens
or civil society organisations; a limited profit distribution”) and related to management (“a high degree of
autonomy; a decision-making power not based on capital ownership, a participatory nature, which involves
various parties affected by the activity” (Defourny & Nyssens, 2012, pp. 12-15)
Generally, the Law no. 219/ 2015 follows the criteria and the manner in which the Social Economy
field is defined at the level of the European Union. Thus, article 2 states: “Social Economy is based on
private, voluntary and solitary initiative, with a high degree of autonomy and responsibility, as well as
limited distribution of profit to the associates.” Article 4 sets the principles of Social Economy, which are:
“priority given to the individual and to social objectives rather than to profit increase; collective solidarity
and responsibility; convergence between the interest of associated members and the general interest...;
democratic control of members over the activities performed; the voluntary and free character of the
association; legal personality different and independent from public authorities; allocation of most of the
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profit/ financial surplus in order to reach the general interest objectives of a collectivity or in the personal
and non-patrimonial interest of the members.” Article 5 stipulates that the way in which the objectives of
this field can be met is “the production of goods, the provision of services and/or the execution of works
which contribute to the community or its members’ well-being.”
Related to the definition of Social Economy, article 2 (1) states:“Social Economy is the tout ensemble
of activities organized independently from the public sector with the purpose of serving the general interest,
the interest of a collectivity and/or personal non-patrimonial interest, by increasing the employment degree
of the persons which are part of the vulnerable group and/or the production and delivery of goods, the
provision of services and/or the execution of works.” (Law no. 219 regarding the Social Economy, July 23,
2015 )
Romanian legislation already stipulated a definition of Social Economy, within the Law no. 292/2011
(Law on Social Security), at article 6, letter l: “Social Economy is a sector which comprises economic
activities which subsidiarily and on condition that economic performance is maintained, includes social
objectives.” (Law no. 292 on Social Assistance, December 20th, 2011) This definition seems based on a
paradigm of Social Economy in which the importance of profit is not diminished, this being an indicator of
economic performance. Furthermore, the Law on Social Security conditioned the introduction of social
objectives on the agenda of an organization to the maintenance of its economic performance that is actually
measured, in the national accounting system by profitability. Low 219/2015 proposes a different definition
compared to Law 292/2011 Article 2 states:“Social Economy is the sum of activities organized
independently from the public sector, activities aiming to serve the general interest, the interests of a
community and/ or one persons non patrimonial interests by increasing the degree of occupation of the
persons belonging to vulnerable groups and/ or by producing and supplying goods, services.” Profit is not
forbidden but its importance decreases. Why? Because Low 292/2011 was submitting the social goal to the
condition of “maintaining the economic performance”, usually taking the form of profit, while the Law
219/2016 only limits the distribution of profit, but says nothing about the economic performance and its
relation to the social goal assumed by the organization. The new definition favours the social objective
without conditioning it on economic performance, including also non-patrimonial organizations that may
also not be economically efficient in classical terms as possible Social Enterprises. However, the primacy of
a social goal inside an organization without necessarily targeting profit often implies the existence of
financing resources from external sources to the target group (state aid, charity and so on). Traditionally (19th
century), Social Economy is defined by the self-aid principle. Starting from the cooperatives of the 19th
century (for instance: Rochdale Pioneers, Raiffeisen Cooperatives) until E.M.E.S. study from 2012, “The SE
does not just see people in need as the passive beneficiaries of social philanthropy, it also raises citizens to
the status of active protagonists of their own destiny.” (Campos & Ávila, 2012, p. 37) If we respect this spirit
of the SE, the economic performance remains one of the key factors that guarantees the continuity of social
enterprises, their autonomy and their democratic and participative management. Even though the increase of
employment can lead to self-aid by obtaining income based on the work executed, this principle is not
mandatory for any organization in Romania, in order to be included into the Social Economy. Even though it
does not textually link social goals to profit and it definitely does not impose that the orientation towards
social objectives take place only if economic performances be kept, the Law no. 219/2015 does not exclude
the possibility to obtain profit or economic performance within Social Economy entities. It imposes,
however, a limited allocation of surplus to the stakeholders in favour of the allocation of a minimum share of
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90% of the profit to social investments (art 8, 3.b) and mentions that “social economy is based on the private,
volunteer and solidary inititative with a high degree of autonomy and responsibility and the limited
distribution of profit towards the associates.” ( art 2, 2). As we previously noticed in the definition offered by
the Law, this social objective is defined exclusively by two aspects: the increase of employment and
provision of goods and services without mentioning if these are to be offered on the market, in order to
obtain income, or to disadvantaged groups, outside the market and possibly free of charge. ( art 2, 1)
3.

A different perspective

What if we were to change the perspective and consider the increase of the income obtained by the
members of vulnerable groups, as a result of the work provided by themselves, a social objective in itself, a
way to avoid the risk of poverty and social exclusion? If we accept this perspective, stakeholders can help
themselves more by having extended access to dividends, proportionally with the performance of the
organization and their own contribution. This approach was considered by classical Social Economy
organizations in the 19th century, especially within credit, handicraft and consumer unions. This is why, part
of the current cooperatives in Romania do not identify themselves with the Social Economy field or with the
principles and criteria stipulated by the Law no. 219/2015. On the other hand, the “increase of employment”
refers to the fulfilment of an activity in an organized set-up. Members of an organization can get involved as
volunteers, associates, employees, or positions which combine these responsibilities. While volunteering is
not remunerated, the employees are repaid in salaries and associates with dividends.
In the first case, creating an organization in which stakeholders get involved, free of charge, only to offer
certain goods and services to each other or to other vulnerable groups instead of some sources of income, can
create a monopoly for that organization, as supplier. In this situation, beneficiaries are restricted in choosing
the goods and services they wish. Basically, they cannot choose between different suppliers or different
goods and services which meet the same needs, but only between benefiting or not of the services/goods of
an organization which supplies for them. The allocation of income obtained by performing an economically
viable activity to which they contribute, offers them greater freedom of choice on a free and competitive
market. The bigger the income, the higher their capacity to meet their needs.
In the second case, if the increase of vulnerable groups’ income is targeted mainly by creating
remunerated jobs, the principle of democratic and participative management is not necessary involved and
the development of entrepreneurial spirit and opening to social innovation of those involved in the
performance of the activity is neglected.
As opposed to this, the allocation of income through dividends involves a high degree of engagement of
the organization’s members, as dividends are dependent on the performance achieved and thus encourages
participative management in a bigger extent than salary. Also, from a financial point of view, due to the
Romanian tax legislation, the remuneration of people involved in the activity rather through salaries than
through dividends leads to higher expenses for the organization, due to the different rate of taxation. This
generates the need of social enterprises for higher income, compared to ordinary trading companies, in order
to allocate the same amount of money to the persons involved. If, for example, an organization wants to
allocate to the people involved in its activity a net income of 11100 lei/year in the form of salaries, the tax
payable to the State is 7356 lei and the total amount necessary is 18456 lei. However, if it wants to distribute
the same amount as dividends (net), the taxes amount only to 2783.39 lei (including 5.5% contribution to the
health insurance benefits as of 2017) and the total amount necessary is only 13858 lei, i.e. 25% less. Thus, a
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paradoxical situation is created, in which social enterprises must pay higher taxes because they are forced to
allocate salaries instead of dividends to the people involved. It must be mentioned that the present paragraph
compares the system of salaries versus dividends as models of remuneration, generally speaking. The Law
also mentions limitations in the allocations of salaries by a maximum ration of 1:8 between the minimum
and the maximum wage inside an organization. If both dividends and salaries' distribution are limited, most
of the over plus going to a social goal means this social goal is not the same with the direct and immediate
increase in the income of the vulnerable groups involved in the activity, based on their own efforts.
Traditional Social Economy (of the people who help themselves) is characterized, at least in theory, by the
participation of vulnerable groups as associates with equal decisional rights and less as employees
subordinated to an employer. It is mainly this third case analysed that requires the development of initiative
and entrepreneurial spirit and taking on the responsibility for the development policies of the organization, to
a great extent then volunteer work or employment working contracts. As J.S. Mill mentioned, the classical
model proposed by Social Economy “is not that which can exist between a capitalist as chief, and workpeople without a voice in the management, but the association of the labourers themselves on terms of
equality, collectively owning the capital with which they carry on their operations, and working under
managers elected and removable by themselves.” (Mill, 1909, p. paragraph IV.7.21)
The third situation analysed is a theoretical situation. In reality, organizations mix the three kinds of
stakeholders' engagement mentioned, prioritising one of them that they consider more suitable for their
vision, mission and values. Considering that volunteer work only cannot satisfy all the needs of the people
involved, the income cashed in as dividends do not contribute to the pension and other social security
benefits, as well as the fact that dividends are allocated annually whereas salaries are paid monthly, I
consider that the interests of disadvantaged groups involved in the activity performed by the social economy
organizations would be best protected through a mixed system of involvement that produces an income paid
both as salaries and dividends. Taking into account the high degree of risk and the need for capitalization of
these organizations as well as their social commitment, the percentage of profit reserved for risk coverage,
investments and other social purposes could be higher than in the case of trading companies (e.g.: 50%), but
its rate should depend on the development strategy chosen and the will of the members of the organization
following the principle of each person is a vote. In my opinion, it should not be imposed by the Law and the
maximum percentage could be also much less than 90% without altering the spirit of Social Economy.
4.

Conclusions

Law no. 219/2015 on Social Economy addresses the groups threatened by poverty and social exclusion
as defined by the enforcement guidelines. The document identifies 18 such categories. (art. 2, HG 585/2016)
According to The National Institute of Statistics, the population exposed to the risk of poverty and social
exclusion in 2014 was 39.5%. According to The Country Report Romania 2015, paid employment does not
always safeguard against this risk. (European Commission, 2015, p. 59) The data supplied by Eurostat for
2015 confirm that 18.8% of the Romanian employees still have “an equivalized disposable income below the
risk-of-poverty threshold.” Among children, the percentage of those exposed to poverty is 51% (European
Parliament, 2015) and “the poverty risk for children in rural environment was considered three times higher
than in the urban area.” (Bădescu, Petre, Angi, Buzducea, & Gazibar, 2014, p. 84) Based on these numbers,
Romania seems to have a large percentage of its population (39,5% adults and 51% children) as part of “a
vulnerable groups”. In this situation, the need for a wider national strategy dedicated to avoiding poverty risk
at the level of the entire population, is vital. The approach should be global, should include multiple social
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and economic layers. The Government's Anti-Poverty package is a significant step in this direction but
because it is too recent, the impact of these measures will be subject for future articles and debates. Social
Economy can play an important role in this context, as long as the principle of self-aid is promoted instead of
a policy of inefficient governmental social transfers. Many entrepreneurs, companies and NGOs complain
about the lack of involvement and interest of socially assisted categories in proactive activities and blame the
social security system which encourages passivity rather than participative spirit. That is why I consider that
the measures for the stimulation of social economy must target less subventions and allocation of funds and
more fiscal facilities granted on short and medium term which become effective only if the economic activity
truly develops and it is productive (e.g.: decrease of income tax/ tax on profit, decrease of taxes for the
salaries of the employed persons who are part of a disadvantaged category and so on).
The theorists and practitioners of Social Economy insisted over the time on the major importance the
education has in fighting against poverty; an education which grants practical competencies and the capacity
to adapt to market requirements. I consider that efficient investments in education are the best way to fight
against poverty and social exclusion and the best help the government can give to Social Economy or the
Social Economy can offer itself for its own future.
Additionally, from its early beginnings (19th century), Social Economy drew the attention on the
importance of practising the economy by following some moral principles and values: fair trade, solidarity,
involvement, transparency of the organizations which became true learning centres for those who wanted to
participate or set-up similar cooperatives. The moral aspect is no longer an explicit part of the definition of
Social Economy. The Ethics field is not entirely covered by “social aims” or “activities with social features”.
The current economic and even political crisis seems to have its origins in a moral crisis. Often, “work” is
not seen as an ethic value in itself anymore and the wish to obtain an income is not always correlated with
the need of making a constant effort in this regard. Following moral and even legal rules is not always seen
as an obligation or necessity. Communities have lost their cohesion, the society has become atomized. But
the atomisation of our society seems to have not only social, but also moral reasons residing in an
inconsistent axiological individual system. The critical spirit seems many times excessive, but the capacity to
propose solutions is often diminished. Social economy cannot be separated from promoting the moral values
which turn into social conduct norms.
In my opinion, in the absence of economic efficiency achieved by respecting the self-aid condition
and by promoting and obeying ethic rules, Social Economy will not be sustainable and will not succeed to
diminish the risk of poverty for disadvantaged groups on medium and long term, regardless of the financial
aid that national and international bodies will assign to this field.
5.
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Abstract. This paper aims to show the latest trends in ICT working field, with some focus on the
programmers’ challenges in an increasingly competitive labor market. We selected only a few from a long
list of complaints regarding neglected intellectual rights, unapplied Medicine Law rules, making overtime
above the maximum allowed working hours, and corporate social responsibility concerning the humans’
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1.

Introduction

Work was defined as the specific human activity that transforms the environment according to human
needs. More recently, K. Marx defined work as the way in which extra labour is used to obtain profit by the
capitalists, as the difference between value added and the employees’ total wages. It remains to be discussed
the ratio the work is reflected by the value of marketed goods in an economy where the financial
mechanisms (interest rates) are determinant in pricing and promotion is increasingly more subtle.
The purpose of this article is to answer the question: Which are the problems that ICT employees are
facing? Which is the impact of their work in GDP? Is the money they earn worth for more than twelve hours
per day of writing code?
2.

Literature review

“ICT drove the third industrial revolution and it was adopted and used throughout the economy. There
are significantly improving data insights for environmental to business analysis through the use of satellites,
advanced image-processing and big-data analysis; enabling cyber security by applying artificial intelligence;
improving health through immunotherapy, sensors’ behavioural modification; and increasing synthetic
biology output through computational modelling, big-data analysis and novel molecular biology tools”.
[WEF, 2016]
In Romania the gross value added in the ICT sector has impressive quotas for some of European
countries such as Ireland (up to 9.7% of GDP in 2014), Luxemburg (up to 6.1% of GDP in 2015), United
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Kingdom ((up to 5.8% of GDP in 2015), Romania (up to 5.6% of GDP in 2015). Over the time the average
of ICT % from total GDP was 4.4. These figures show that ICT in Romania is an active sector. (Fig.1)
In figure 2 it may be observed that in Romania the ICT sector has had a positive trend since 2013, by
then having the average value within UE.
The GDP is reflected in the standard of living. The composite indicator of the standard of living (real
wage index) is based on Gross Domestic Product at the standard purchasing power parity, i.e. adjusted at the
level of prices of the country. The Eurostat data show that in 2014, Romania has improved the real wage
index related to the standard of living. While the European average is 49 %, Romania has registered 54 %,
being on the sixth place in the EU hierarchy. [Mârza, 2015]

Fig. 1 Percent of ICT GDP in total GDP, (Source: Own processing of Eurostat data)
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Fig.2. Percent of ICT GDP in total GDP. Romania versus UE for 2006-2015 period, (Source: Own analysis of
Eurostat data)

These data are confirmed by a recent study: Brainspoting [Ciutac, 2015] and [Văduva, 2016]. It shows
that around 3,000 IT job openings advertised at any given time, with approx. 100,000 ICT specialists at the
national level, most of them being technical or ICT graduates, from Bucharest, Iasi, Cluj, Timisoara, Brasov,
Sibiu, etc. The salaries start from EUR 500 for quality assurance juniors to EUR 3,000 for Senior Software
Developer.
Most of the IT professionals request for medical insurance (64%), financial support for training (46%)
because the tasks are very difficult and the companies do not invest in their staff, flexible hours of work or
telework / work from home are requested by professionals (43%).
One major problem is the work on projects last 3-6 months for one programmer. “One out of 4
professionals receives a counter-offer and 50% of them will take it. However, counter-offers prove to be a
short term solution as most of the candidates will still leave the employer in 2 to 12 months” [Ciutac, 2016].
The same study shows that 28.21 percent of the IT profiles have changed their job at least twice, while
almost one quarter of the market (23.93%) have changed jobs three times.
In Romania the labour market in the ICT field is increasing constantly. There is a high need for very
qualified employees in this field. “As any other EU member state, Romania has developed a national
programme in line with EU policies, namely the National Strategy on Digital Agenda for Romania. One of
the positive outcomes of the strategy is that the ICT workforce should rise to 250,000 people employed in the
sector by 2020 in Romania (MIS, 2014). Moreover, the Employers’ Association of the Software and Services
Industry - EASSI (2013) mentions that the government also supports the IT industry growth through specific
measures: 100% income tax exemption for IT specialists (software engineers, system designers, system
engineers or analysts) established since 2001, public financing for development of IT innovation parks, state
aid for regional development (Ministry of Public Finance of Romania, 2013), job creation and investment
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support for new technologies development and 50% tax deduction for R&D related cost of operations, export
promotion programme to assist companies in reaching their international customers through participation in
fairs and exhibitions” [Burciu, 2015].
The employees in ICT are in fact the mind of a firm, providing most of the company intellectual
property. It’s a taught job, because they have to learn constantly. The problem is that usually there are no
teachers or enough access to knowledge in the niche field, although the government structure is trying to
support it. As we may see below there are investments in the field, but most of it is for broadband
expansion, while the market demands training and specialization for the employees. Even so, ICT employees
are treated as if they were ordinary workers.

Fig.3: Distribution of money allotment in Romania (Source of data: Ministry of Information Society)

In ICT there is a thin demarcation between positive and negative traits, in the sense that a positive
feature might be easily transformed into a flaw. Thus, multi-tasking and multi-qualification are viewed both
as positive and negative features, the first associated with efficiency and the second with the lack of quality
[Buzea, 2015], because multi-tasking is just a wishful thinking. In fact multi-tasking activities have a
negative impact on human brain, causing inefficiency and reducing creativity.
Furthermore, the dual structure of the folk theories on work culture is completed by two opposite
features: hardworking and laziness. Hardworking is associated with positive traits, such as cleverness,
creativity, multi-tasking and laziness is associated with negative traits such as lack of discipline and sloppy
work [Buzea, 2015]. The negative traits are in fact the cause of a very week middle management (project
management) in the field.
3.

The voice of programmers

We shall demonstrate that work in the ICT sector is under-priced, due to unfair labour laws, outdated
ethics regarding work, and post-industrial inertia of production methods. The wage of a programmer is
determined primarily by the law of supply and demand in the ICT sector, experience and technical level
counting more as an exclusion criteria, rather than contract negotiation itself. Added value in the software
development results mainly from the elimination of bugs, software customization and testing / integration of
applications according to customer needs (UAT). The research and development component is still poorly
represented in the ICT field of Romania.
Software development is profitable because it rarely involves any intellectual property rights (unfair
contract terms) for the developers, so the employers can use the final product/service long after the
programmer departure with no extra cost. In addition, the training costs for technical skills improvement
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generally affect the employees’ budget only; even though the certification exam tax might be reimbursed, its
value is between a tenth and a fifth of the course total value. The price of labour is also affected by tax
exemptions for incomes obtained in the programming field. Since the employees negotiate the net wage, the
reduction of the gross wage is more competitive for the employer. The latter is granted with more
government support for creating new jobs, but in fact, the best programmers that are not exported to the
parent company, leave the country anyway for better wages and working conditions.
Remuneration in ICT is based on the total working time – more than 45 working hours per week, the
maximum in the EU - and the number of work units allocated per employee (ticketing). Needless to explain
the assigned tasks difficulty may vary in time and between co-workers so the employees’ work is assessed by
the two centuries ago production methods. Programming is a discontinuous activity – it tends to be seen as a
support service, rather than any production activities - so that employees are not protected against the risk of
being fired due to strategic or technological shifts. The programmer is often seen as a mercenary who rents
hi/hers intellectual resources and skills for higher wages but in reality he trades his health (both mentally and
physically) for financial stability.
Negotiating an employment contract, the employer undertakes to provide the general conditions for the
smooth running of business (computers, communications, and transport) and not a development
methodology to ensure the programmer against a project failure. It is widely believed that mocked agile
methodologies and design patterns guarantee the project success. This is nonsense! In fact, no programmer is
aware about the risks involved in accepting a project, especially when he/she joins the team in the advanced
stages of the software development cycle and faces architectural problems and/or convoluted logic far
beyond his skills or formal education.
A very popular trend after the financial crisis is outsourcing / stuffing, programmers being rented to other
companies that show a shortage of highly qualified labour. The emergence of companies specializing in this
type of activity has created somehow a vacuum in the labour law. The rented employees can no longer
address the labour inspectorate or chamber to report an abuse because they work for/to a company without
legal forms. They usually address their parent company that rarely settles a labour dispute against its client.
ITC employees' health is neglected by the general regulations of the Labour Medicine, which do not take
into consideration the specificity of this area where the computer is the main means of production. Metabolic
and ophthalmic disorders and those related to improper posture at the workstation are not considered
occupational diseases, the employee being not protected in any way against these risks. Breaks indicated by
doctors in using the monitor are discouraged by the clocking system, the business relationships in which the
customer is privileged and team leaders focused more on control rather than on the coordination management
function.
Standardization, methodology and management in the ICT sector are open issues due to bad
entrepreneurs who see the programmer as an asset rather than a valuable resource, and the employees’
inability to correctly appreciate the value of their work, at least in terms of years of studying technical
curricula and/or attending expensive professional courses, and the burn-out which makes its presence felt
before 30 years old.
Man is already competing with robots on the labour market, many specific human skills being replaced
successfully by machines, and many trades have changed their content and requirements with the advent of
the programmable electronic computer: e.g. for accounting (SAGA, Excel), in design and architecture
(CAD), for sea and in air navigation (GPS), etc. The success of any program is guaranteed only if human
mind can avoid error-prone steps in completing algorithms, improve the execution of the source code, and
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identify bugs despite general and counter-intuitive messages received from the debugger. Every time the
programmer must be a step ahead the machine, and merely for this reason, he/she deserves a better fate.
4.

Other proofs

Techrepublic is a renowned reference site in IT filed [Posey,2016]. It comes to strengthen the above
statements saying that in IT the hours are long, the personal time is interrupted, and the programmers have to
deal with a lot of angry people. In IT work tends to be deadline driven, people expect to fix their home
computers and the people lie all the time to hide their mess or lack of technical knowledge/skills. Usually in
ICT things don't always work the way they're supposed to and the employees have to deal with lots of
bureaucracy, the competition is fierce, and this kind of job tend to make itself obsolete – if everything goes
well, why should you keep an expensive high skills employee?
The pay is good compared to many other professions because ICT looks more like a disaster
management, but “since they pay you well, they often think they own you” [Fineley, 2010]. Even though it
seems there are lots of jobs in the ICT field, many good developers have often trouble in finding jobs,
because most of those positions demand very specific skill sets that are hard to acquire without direct
experience. Also, even though the pay looks good, many IT jobs are temporary contracts with no benefits,
and some may wait for months at a time without working.
5.

Conclusions

From the Y2K bubble, ICT seems it lost its capacity to lure talented and gifted people, since more of
these people work in fields like bio-agriculture, building a sustainable environment, architecture,
management and education. This may be a chance for the most neglected sustainable activities to prosper
with the support of present days disregarded and burned out ICT specialists.
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Abstract. This article is a review of the book “The Economic Force of Women” edited by Andreea Paul. The book
appeared in 2016 at the Polirom Publishing House in the ‘EcoGrafii’ collection. It is, in a way, the sequel of the
earlier book “The Political Force of Women” which was published at the same publishing house in 2010. The two
books are among the very few publications in Romania which explore the gender balance in the Romanian society in
politics and in the labour market respectively.
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1.

Introduction

The book presented here has three main parts, The appearance and development of women entrepreneurs
as a social class, International public policies support for women’s entrepreneurship and Women’s
entrepreneurial experiences. This last part is made up of fifty-seven narratives requested by the editor,
Andreea Paul, and offered by about 10% of the women to which the request had been sent. This very small
answer rate prompts Andreea Paul to suggest a new angle to continue the exploration of the still very little
studied area of women’s entrepreneurship in Romania.
The present book is in a way a sequel of the book published five years ago by the same publishing house
and entitled The Political Force of Women. Gender studies are still relatively exotic in the Romanian
academic research field while in the public domain it is still common to meet people, of both sexes, who may
consider that the subject is mainly investigated by dedicated activists and should not be part of a regular
research agenda or the target of current social policies. The present book is therefore a welcome addition to
the Romanian literature of women’s entrepreneurial vocation and an attempt at narrowing the gap between
the types of media conversations and of the academic research themes that are being discussed
internationally at present.
2.

Review of chapters

Even if it presents a mosaic of various narratives and testimonies of women entrepreneurs the book is
well-rounded, coherent and clearly-structured looking at both social and institutional development and at the
individual histories of the 57 informants.
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The first part, The appearance and development of women entrepreneurs as a social class, is a much
needed literature review of the few historical and sociological scholarly endeavours which studied these
aspects highlighting some of the role models that women in Romania have become in time. The second
section of the first part, The emergence of women entrepreneurs as social class in Romanian capitalism, is
mainly a quantitative study of the main aspects of women entrepreneurship and brings a much needed
economic perspective to a field that has been mainly studied from a sociological and anthropological angle in
Romania. Scanning an impressive number of both Romanian and international sources, Andreea Paul offers
integrated data about women’s jobs and unemployment, their incomes and economic contribution to the
country’s development. She also concentrates the various issues related to gender imbalances into five
paradoxes that she identifies in the Romanian society: a) Romania has the lowest number of employed
women in the European Union after Italy and Malta (p.28), b) the income gap between men and women in
Romania is one of the lowest in the EU, being uneven across Romania, c) officially only one of two women
work in Romania because of family responsibilities and child care which are the direct result of the d) low
level of children attending nursery schools or kinder gardens and e) 4 out of 10 Romanian women face the
risks of poverty and social exclusion, the second highest level, after Bulgaria, in the EU.
The second part of the book offers possible solutions to the many problems identified in the first part.
Through sections written by Ana-Maria Ungheanu and Vladimir Války respectively the book offers
examples of support measures for women’s entrepreneurship that could be used by the Romanian decision
makers in order to improve the gender balance in the Romanian society.
The third part presents a fascinating collection of narratives from 57 women who decided that it is
important to share publicly their entrepreneurial road, their failures, fears, concerns as well as their
endurance, sacrifices and ultimately success.
This book review would not be complete without presenting the following historical women, true
pioneers in their respective fields (p. 16) and examples used by Andreea Paul to underline the entrepreneurial
vein of Romanian women and a tradition of women entrepreneurship that need to be researched and
promoted more:
•

Sarmiza Bîlcescu, the first Romanian woman lawyer, the first European woman who got her
bachelor degree in laws at the University of Paris and the first woman in the world with a Ph.D. in
laws.

•

Elisa Leonida Zamfirescu, the first woman engineer in the world.

•

Virginia Andreescu Haret, possibly the first woman architect inspector general in the world.

•

Sofia Ionescu-Ogrezeanu one of the first woman neuro-surgeons in the world.

•

Cecilia Cuțescu-Storck, the first woman Professor of arts in Europe.

Andreea Paul also mentions two icons of Romanian entrepreneurial success of women: the well-known,
internationally acknowledged Ana Aslan, a Romanian biologist and physician, who remained in popular
culture as the person who defeated old-age, and the less known, but true entrepreneur and business woman
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Ecaterina D. Nicolaescu, the woman who in 1906 signed with the local town hall the first contract to build
what is today the most popular Romanian Black Sea resort – Mamaia.
3.

Conclusions

The Economic Force of Women, edited by Andreea Paul, is not only a necessary book for the Romanian
publishing field, it is also a well-written and easy to read one, being extremely interesting and inciting.
A summary in English as well as the contents presented in English would have given the book more
international visibility and possibly trigger an incentive to have it translated and, thus, accessible to a much
larger audience that it has today.
The conclusions offered by the editor herself are very revealing and some worth mentioning here. Using
a corpus linguistic approach to her text, Andreea Paul is able to conclude that the main drivers for women
entrepreneurs in Romania are work, success and dreams (words appearing in more than 100 contexts) while
change, team work, planning, achievement, power, family, children and personal development are the
background for their activities (words appearing more than 50 times). Leadership and innovation appear,
somehow surprisingly, less than 10 times. This is relevant for the type of values women entrepreneurship
have in Romania and their need for responsible leaders and decision-makers to support Romanian capital and
drive the country forward.
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